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I. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW 
A Markov chain is a probabilistic model for representing the changes 
in a process over time. The Russian mathematician A. A. Markov first 
explicitly outlined the defining property of such chains in 1906. The 
theory of Markov chains has advanced continuously since that time. 
Applications of this type of mathematical model can be found in many 
diverse fields including, as a small sample, medicine, economics, 
chemistry and athletics. 
Much of the theory which has been published on Markov chains has 
considered the restricted case of a homogeneous chain defined on a 
discrete-state space over a discrete-time domain. ITiese three assump­
tions are not necessary in order to satisfy the Markovian property. One 
mi^ht remove the constraint of homogeneity, the assumption of a discrete-
state space might be replaced by a continuous-state space or the time 
domain might be continuous rather than discrete. This dissertation 
focuses on advancing the theory of continuous-time, ciscreLe-state, non-
homogeneous Markov chains. 
A Markov chain is a type of stochastic process and a stochastic 
process is a collection of random variables {x(t):t € t} . T is often 
thought ot as a collection of tines. It is usually considered to be one 
of the two sets ) or {0,1,2,...}, giving the chain the designa­
tions continous-time or discrete-time, respectively. Since a stochastic 
process includes a random variable for each t in its time domain, it 
can be considered a probabilistic model for something which changes over 
time. 
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The random variables in the stochastic process are functions from 
some probability space into the real numbers. The set of values that 
these functions assume is called the state space of the stochastic 
process. This state space can, in general, be either discrete or 
continuous. In this dissertation only Markov chains on a discrete-state 
space will be considered. The state space of such chains can always be 
considered as some subset, not necessarily proper, of the positive 
integers and will be called S. 
In the type of stochastic process called a Markov chain; once the 
value of the chain is known at some particular time the future course of 
the chain, from that time on, is independent of what took place prior to 
that time. This is essentially the content of the following definition. 
Definition I.l: 
A Markov chain { x (t):t ^ t} is a stochastic process such that for 
any set of times t^ < t^ < ... < t^ and for any set of states 
{ i^,i,,...,i_} c s the following probabilities are equal. 
I X(t^) . 1^. X(t,) . Ij..... X(t^.p . l^.j) 
= I x(c^_,) - . 
If T is the set of nonnegative integers, X(t) is a discrete-time 
Markov chain, and if T is the set of nonnegative reals, then X(t) is 
a continuous-time Markov chain. 
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With every discrete-state chain X(t), there can be associated a 
probability transition matrix P(s,t). For s < t, let 
P i j (s, t )  =  P { x ( t )  = j 1 X(s) = ij I 
The transition matrix is given by 
P(s,t) = 
Pll(s,t) P22(s,t) Pj3(s,t) 
P2i(s,t) P22(s,t) P32(s,t) 
P3l(s,t) P32(s,t) 933(8,t) 
The dimensions of this matrix will be given by the cardinality of the 
state space S. Ihe elements of P(s,t) will be assumed to satisfy the 
following properties: 
A) p^^(s,t) > 0 for any i,j ^  S and t > s > 0; 
B) Z p ..(s,t) = 1 for any i € S and t > s > 0; 
j Cs 
C) p..(s,t) = z p (s,u)p (u,t) for any i,j € S and 
ij k€ s Ik kJ 
0 < s < u t ; 
D) lim p. (s,t) = ^ ^ 
t  +  s  v . l i f i = j  
for any s ^  T and for any i,j € S. 
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Properties A) and B) show that each row of the transition matrix is a 
probability distribution on S. The i^^ row gives the probabilities 
that the chain ends up in state j at time t given that it is in 
state i at time s. Any matrix satisfying A) and B) is called a 
stochastic matrix. Property C) simply states that the probability of 
going from state i to state j between times s and t can 
alternately be thought ot as going from state i to some intermediate 
state k between times s and u and then going from the intermediate 
state k at time u to the final state j at time t. This is called 
the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation and can be written in matrix notation as 
P(s,t) = P(s,u)P(u,t) (1) 
Property D) is not essential for a Markov process, but it is widely 
assumed in the literature and is mathematically convenient. 
Although discrete-time chains are usually described in terms of 
transition matrices, an alternate approach using the derivative of the 
transition matrix is common for continuous-time chains. This derivative 
matrix is called the intensity matrix. The elements of the intensity 
matrix Q(t) are defined as 
p (t,t+h) - 1 
q (t) = lim r and 
h + 0 
p (t,t+h) 
q (t) = lim —^ r (2) 
J h + 0 
for every i and j in S. It is assumed that these functions are 
continuous, -q^^(t) is called the intensity of passage out of state 
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i and q^^(t) is the intensity of passage from state i to state 
j. The term intensity of passage can be explained in the following 
informal manner. If i = j 
1 - pu.(t,t+h) = P(X(t+h) # i I X(t) = i). 
Therefore, for small positive h 
P(X(t+h) ^  i I X(t) = i) = -q^^(t)h + o(h) 
where o(h) satisfies o(h)/h + 0 as h + 0. Thus "AiiOc) gives some 
measure of the "intensity" with which the chain passes out of state i 
at time t. Similarly, for i ^  j, 
p^j(t,t+h) = P(X(t+h) = j I X(t) = i) = q^^(t)h + o(h), 
and so q^j(t) indicates the "intensity" of an "instantaneous" transi­
tion out of state i into state j at time t. For each t, the 
elements of the intensity matrix Q(t) satisfy the conditions that 
q.^(t) < 0, q^j(t) > 0 for if j, and 
- q..(t) = 0 for all i € S 
j Ç S ij 
If, in addition, the assumption is made that the limit in (2) is 
uniform in i then one can derive the Kolmogorov equations (for details 
see Feller (1950)) 
6 
g 
âY p. (s ,t) = ^ for any i,j € S and (4) 
k € s 
(5) 
These are called the forward and backward Kolomogorov equations, 
respectively. 
In the above, the intensities of passage are derived from the 
transition matrices of the Markov chain. Conversely, one can describe 
the Markov chain beginning with the intensity matrix and the Kolomogorov 
equations. Reuter and Lederman (1953) showed that for an intensity 
matrix with continuous elements q^j(t), i,j € S, which satisfy (3), 
solutions f^j(s,t), i,j € S, to (4) and (5) can be found such that for 
fixed s, f^j(s,t) is absolutely continuous in t, and for fixed t, 
fij(s,t) is continuous in s and has a continuous derivative 
r— f..(s,t). In addition 
OS ij 
fj: j (s ,t) = 6 for s 
fljCs.t) > 0, 
f..(s,t) < 1 and 
f^^Xs,u)f^j(u,t) for s < u < t 
( 6 )  
If (6) can be replaced by 
I 
j ^  S 
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then this solution is unique and can be interpreted as the transition 
probabilities of a Markov chain. 
The Kolmogorov differential equations can be written in matrix form 
as 
P(s,t) = P(s,t)Q(t) and 
^P(s,t) = -0(s)P(s,t). 
Alternately, they can be written as the integral equations 
t 
P(s,t) = I +/ P(s,u)Q(u)du and 
s 
t 
P(s,t) = I + / Q(u)P(u,t)du. (7) 
s 
P(s,t) can be expressed in terms of Q(t) alone. losifescu and 
Tautu (1973) showed that if Q(t) is measurable and sup { |q..(t)|} is 
i € S 
integrable on every finite interval of T then 
P(s,t) = I + / Q(u)du 
s 
t *^1 ^n-1 
+ îi J dt / dt, » «. / Q(t ) ••. Q(t,)dt 
n ) 2 s s s 
t 
= I + / Q(u)du 
s 
t t t 
+ Z I ds, / ds„ ... / Q(s,) ... Q(s )ds . (8) 
n > 2 s s. s, 
1 n-1 
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One class of Markov chains which is frequently studied is that of 
homogeneous chains. 
Definition 1,2: 
A Markov chain with probability transition matrix P(s,t) is 
homogeneous in time, or stationary in time, if P(s,s+ t) is independent 
of s. If this condition does not hold the chain is nonhomogeneous. 
Since the transition matrix of a homogeneous Markov chain P(s,t) 
depends only on the difference in time t-s, it can be written as 
P(t-s). This leads to a simplification of many of the previous 
results. For homogeneous chains, A), B), C), D) and (1) become 
A*) p^j(t) > 0 for any i,j g S and t > 0 ; 
B*) Z p..(t) = 1 for any i € S ; 
j € S 
C*) p..(s+t) = Z p (s)p, .(t) for any i,j€S and s,t > 0 ; 
ij kS gi* ^  
D*) lim p..(t) = 5.. for any i,j € S ; and 
t + 0 
P(s+t) = P(s)P(t). 
Also, for a homogeneous chain, the intensity matrix is not dependent on 
t so (3), (4) and (5) become 
^ii ^ 0 for i * j, 
and Z q = u for all i € b 
(9) 
j e s 
' k € s  
df Pij(t) - ; : s SikPkj't)-
This dissertation concentrates on the ergodic properties of certain 
nonhomogeneous chains. These properties involve the condition of the 
chain after a long period of time has elapsed. It is useful in studying 
ergodicity to first consider whether or not all states can be reached 
from a given starting state. To this end the concept of irreducibility 
is introduced. 
Definition 1.3: 
A Markov chain is irreducible it for any i,j Ç S and s > 0 there 
exist t > s and t > s such that p..(s,t ) > 0 and p..(s,t„) > 0. 
r  ^ 1J -l- J i  ^
For homogeneous chains, this can be stated more simply: for any i,j £ S, 
there exist t^ > 0 and t^ > 0 such that ) 0 and 
PjiC^z) > u. 
The term ergodic is itself used to describe a chain which has the 
property that after a long period of time the probability of being in any 
state is independent of the starting state. This definition is given 
formally in the following. 
Definition 1.4: 
A Markov chain is ergodic if there exists a collection {n^ j 3 t a 
such that IT . > 0 for every j € S, Z tt . = 1 and for any i Ç S 
^ j € S ^ 
and any s > 0 liin p. .(s,t) = tt _ for every j € S. 
f- oo ^ J J 
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The definition of ergodicity involves only the convergence of the 
elements of the transition matrices P(s,t). Because of the stochastic 
nature of P(s,t) and tt , this can be strengthened to the following 
which is also proved by Isaacson (1979). 
Theorem 1.5: 
Suppose IT exists and satisfies it . > 0 for every 
J J ^ ^ J 
j Ç S and Z it . = 1. A Markov chain with transition matrices 
j € S j 
P(s,t) is erj',odic with limit it if and only if for any i € S and fo 
any s > 0, lim Z |p..(s, t ) - T T.|=0. 
c ™ j € S ^ 
Proof : 
For notational convenience, this proof is written assuming the st 
space is infinite. If it is of cardinality M < , then let 
p^j(s,t) = 0 for i > M or j > M. 
Hx i E s and s > U. 
Since |pr^(s,t) -n\.| < ^ |p_(s,t)-n.| for every k^s, 
"" j € S ^ 
lint Z lp..(s,t)-Tr.|=U implies lim j p., (s, t ) -w,| = 0 
t + o o j ^ S ^ ^  J  C  +  m  ^  
and therefore the chain is ergodic. 
Conversely, suppose the chain is ergodic. Choose e > (J. Since 
is stochastic there exists a K such that 
e 
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By the ergodicity ot the chain, one can choose T such that for t > T 
and k Ç { 1,2, ... ,k} 
-"kl < 41' 
Then, for t T 
^ |p..(s,t) -TT I 
j e s ^ 
K 
= 2 |p..(s,t) - IT I + Z |p (s,t) -  ir 
j=l ^ j=K+l J ^ 
^ ^ W* ' + : 'j j=l j=K+l j=K+l ^ 
KE ^ e 
' 4K ^  ^ ~ \ Pij(s,t) 
J=1 
< %• 
;  +  '  "  j i i - ' j )  "  %  
.Lt (1 - t .  ) + l 
J=i 
£ 
= 4 + 
i=K+: 
e e 
" j  + 4 + 4  
< £ . • 
Thus, ergodicity can be thought of as having each row of the transi­
tion matrices converging to the same probability distribution. The rates 
at which different rows converge need not be the same. In order to 
strengthen this limiting process, a matrix norm is defined. 
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Definition 1.6: 
.4: „ - I „ I 
L6 S The norm of a vector a = {a.} .r ^ is defined as ir
II all = Z I a . I 
i 6 S ^ 
Fo r a square matrix A = (a..)• •c the norm of A is defined as 
1J 3 
All = sup { Z I a. . 
i € S i € S 
It is clear that for any transition matrix P(s,t), llP(s,t)ll = 1. 
For an intensity matrix Q(t) on an infinite state space, it may be that 
sup { Z |q..(t)|} = °°, but this dissertation will be restricted to 
i € S j € S 
considering only intensity matrices for which IIQ(t)ll < Because of 
the nature of intensity matrices, the following characterization of a 
norm is immediate. 
Theorem 1.7: 
For the intensity matrix Q(t) of a Markov chain, 
II Q(t)ll = 2 sup { (t) 
for every t > 0. 
1 € S 
Proof : 
by (5) _ Z q^. (t) = -q^.(t) for every i € S and every 
j 
t > 0. Thus, 
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Q(t)ll = sup { z |q - . (t) |} 
i € s j G s 
sup I ^ + |q (t)|} 
1 € S j€ S-{i} 
2 sup { Iq (t)!} . • 
i € S 
Two immediate corollaries of this will also be useful. 
Corollary 1.8: 
tor the intensity n.atrix Q(t) of a Markov chain. 
11 Q(t)ll < 2q if and only if sup { |q . . (t) j} < q 
i € s 
Corollary 1.9: 
If II Q(t)ll < 2q, then jq^^(t)| < q for every i,j € S. 
A stronger form of ergodicity than that defined by Definition 1.4 
will be introduced below. For a strongly ergodic chain, the transition 
matrices converge in norm, line long-run form of the transition matrix 
will be called a constant stochastic matrix. 
Definition I.10: 
A matrix with identical rows is called a constant matrix. 
Constant matrices possess the properties given by the following leirma. 
Lemma 1.11: 
Il L is a constant matrix and P(s,t) is any stochastic matrix 
then P(s,t)L = L. 
1 4  
Proof : 
Since L is a constant matrix, each row of L is given by the 
same vector if = (it . ) . Since P(s,t) is stochastic, for every 
J J t ^  
i Ç S Z p..(s,t) = 1. Therefore, denoting the product 
j e s 
P(s,t)L by C=(c..). . r c orie sees that 
ij a 
'ij s Pik- "'j • 
Thus, C = L. 
Strong ergodicity is now defined using Definition I.10. 
Definition 1.12: 
A Markov chain with transition matrix P(s,t) is strongly ergodic 
if there exists a constant stochastic matrix L with rows ir = (ir . ) j J c 3 
such that for every s > 0 
liir II P(s, t ) - Ul = 0 . 
t ->• 00 
Clearly, strong ergodicity implies ergodicity since tor any i € S, 
I |p..(s,t) - Tf-i < sup { Z |p..(s,t)-'ir.|}=llP(s,t)-L!l. 
j  €  S  ^  i € S j ç S ^ ^  ^  
For a finite state space, liir, Z |p..(s,t) - tr . | =0 for each 
t j € S ^ 
i Ç S implies that lira sup { Z |p..(s,t) = 0. Thus, 
t - > " i Ç S j ç S ^ ^  J  
ergodicity and strong ergodicity are equivalent when the state space is 
finite. Following a characterization of ergodicity involving invariant 
15 
distributions, Example 1.21 will give a chain on an infinite state space 
which is ergodic but not strongly ergodic. 
A third form of ergodic behavior to be considered in this disserta­
tion is weak ergodicity. A weakly ergodic chain can be considered as one 
which loses memory but does not necessarily converge to a long-run 
distribution. A chain loses memory if, as time passes, the probability 
of being in the state is independent of the initial state. Thus 




/2/3 l/3\ /O 1\ 
Let P(2n,2n+i) = I j and P(2n+1 ,2n+2) = | 1 
\2/3 1/3/ \ 1 0/ 







if n is even 
if n is odd. 
The loss of memory in this chain is immediate since the rows are identi­
cal for every P(0,n). Since for each i,j ? S, p^jCn) alternates 
between 1/3 and 2/3, there is no long-run distribution. Therefore, 
the chain is not ergodic and, consequently, not strongly ergodic. 
For a formal definition of weak ergodicity, the 5-coefficient is 
first defined and several of its properites are discussed. 
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Definition 1.14: 
Let P = (p..). -c c be a stochastic matrix. The 6-coefficient 
denoted and defined by 
Ô (P) =2 sup { Z I p.. - P, . 1} .  
^ i,k e s j e s 
For proofs of the following lemmas see Isaacson and Madsen (1976). 
Lemma 1.15: 
If P and R are stochastic matrices, then 
6 (PR) < 6(P)Ô(R) . 
Lemma 1.16: 
If P is a stochastic matrix and A = (a. .). - ^ c is a matrix 
ij 1 ;J t 3 
such that Z a. . = 0 for all i € S and II All <", then 
j € S 
IIAPII < 11 All 6 (P). 
Lemma 1.17: 
If P and R are stochastic matrices, then 
|5(P) - <S(R)1 1 11 p - M . 
Definition 1.18: 
A Markov chain is weakly ergodic if for all s > 0 
lim Ô(P(s,t)) = 0. 
17 
j e s'Pij ' J 6 s'Pij "jl + j ( glPkj -'jl' 
Strong ergodicity implies weak ergodicity. Example 1.13 shows that a 
weakly ergodic chain need not be ergodic or strongly ergodic. An ergodic 
chain need not be weakly ergodic. Example 1.21 gives such a chain. 
Homogeneous Markov chains have been widely studied. Literature on 
discrete-time, homogeneous chains is particularly abundant. A number of 
characterizations of ergodicity of such chains are available. This dis­
sertation seeks to apply some of the results on homogeneous chains to the 
study of nonhomogeneous chains. Therefore, the ergodic behavior of each 
nonhomogeneous chain is studied in terms of the ergodic behavior of one 
or more associated homogeneous chains. Since the ergodicity, or strong 
ergodicity, of the homogeneous chain can be determined using known 
theorems, the ergodicity, or strong ergodicity, of the corresponding 
nonhomogeneous chain can also be determined. A detailed account of the 
characterizations which have been found for the ergodic behavior of 
homogeneous chains is not necessary for an understanding of this 
dissertation. For results in the homogeneous case, the reader is 
referred to works such as Isaacson and Madsen (1976), Parzen (1962) and 
Çinlar (1975). It will be helpful, however, to consider just a few 
aspects of the ergodic behavior of both discrete-time and continuous-time 
homogeneous Markov chains. 
In the discrete-time, homogeneous case, it is possible for a chain 
to exhibit a periodic behavior, having positive probability of returning 
to a state only at some regular period of time. In this dissertation, 
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only chains of period one are considered. The definition of aperiodicity 
is given formally in the following. 
Definition 1.19: 
State j is aperiodic if one is the greatest common divisor of all 
those n's for which p^^(n) >0. A Markov chain is aperiodic if each 
of its states is aperiodic. 
The major result on the ergodic behavior of discrete-time, 
homogeneous chains which is needed in this dissertation is given below. 
Theorem 1.20: 
Let X(n) be a discrete-time, homogeneous Markov chain with 
transition matrix P = P(l) = (p ). . g . If X(n) is irreducible and 
ij 1 ,j ^  a 
aperiodic then a necessary and sufficient condition for it to be ergodic 
is the existence of a sequence ir = {tt.} such that j  j e s  
n. > 0, z tt . = 1 (10) 
^ j G S ^ 
ind 
^4 = ^ -^1, pu< • (11) 
For an ergodic chain, the long-run distribution, defined by 
IT . = lim p. .(n) for each j € S, is the unique solution of (11) 
3 n + » 3 
satisfying (10). 
Any sequence tt ~ • c c which satisfies (10) and (11) is called j j fc s 
a stationary or invariant distribution of X(n). (11) can be given in 
terms of matrix multiplication as 
IT p = IT . 
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For an ergodic chain, one can form a constant stochastic matrix L, each 
of whose rows Is if, and see that (11) gives 
L P = L 




V2 V2 0 0 0 0 0 
'/2 V2 0 0 0 0 0 
V2 0 Va 0 Va 0 0 
0 V2 0 Va 0 Va 0 
0 (j V2 0 Va 0 Va 
0 0 0 V2 0 Va 0 
0 0 0 0 V2 0 Va 
P is irreducible and aperiodic. 
it = ( v2 v2 u u 0 0 0 . ) 
satisfies n p = tr . Thus, the chain is ergodic with limit ir . However, 
"5 (p") = 1 for every n > 1 and therefore the chain is neither weakly 
ergodic nor strongly ergodic. 




Suppose P is the transition matrix of an ergodic, discrete-time, 
homogeneous Markov chain with stationary distribution ir . If R is a 
stochastic matrix, not necessarily ergodic, and R commutes with P, 
then IT R = TV . 
Proof: 
By definition tt is the unique probability distribution for which 
ir P = TT , but ÏÏ R = (TT P)R = IT (PR) = IT (RP) = (TT R)P. Since TT and R are 
both stochastic, IT R is stochastic and thus a probability distribution. 
Thus IT R = IT . * 
Continuous-time, homogeneous Markov chains can be handled in essen­
tially the same way as discrete-time chains, although the theorems 
available to study the ergodic properties of continuous-time chains are 
not as numerous or varied as those discussing discrete-time chains. The 
theorem given here is actually a composite of statements given by Çinlar 
(1976) and Miller (1963). Continuous—time chains are necessarily 
aperiodic and so the result is slightly simpler than the corresponding 
discrete-time theorem. 
Theorem 1.23: 
Let Q be the intensity matrix of a continuous-time, homogeneous 
Markov chain X(t) and suppose il Qll <q <™. If X(t) is an irreducible 
chain then it is ergodic if and only if there exists a sequence 
TT = {TT . such that IT . > Q, Z TT . = 1 and TTQ = 0. In the 
2  2 ^ ^  J  j  g  S  :  
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ergodic case, tt is unique, it. = lim p..(t) and nP(t) = ir for 
j ^ co j 
ail t. 
The equation tt Q = 0 can be regarded as resulting from differen­
tiation of TT P(t) = IT . Because i'P(t) = , (t is called the stationary 
distribution of the ergodic chain. In this case, one can again define a 
constant stochastic matrix L with rows n such that 
LP(t) = L . (12) 
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II. NONHOMOGENEODS MARKOV CHAINS 
In this chapter, several theorems which have been proven for 
nonhomogeneous, discrete-time chains are extended to nonhomogeneous, 
continuous-time chains. 
It has been stated that strong ergodicity implies weak, ergodicity of 
a Markov chain. In the first theorem, a sufficient condition for the 
equality of these two types of ergodicity is given. The discrete-time 
version of this theorem is given by Isaacson and Madsen (1973). 
Theorem II. 1: 
Let X(t) be a Markov chain defined by the intensity matrices Q(t) 
where II Q(t)ll < q < ". Suppose for every t > 0 there exist probability 
distributions ^(t) such that 
*(t)Q(t) = 0 
and suppose there exists a probability distribution ij; such that 
/ lltj; (t ) - lill dt < " . 
0 
Then, if X(t) is weakly ergodic, it is strongly ergodic. 
Proof : 
Define L as the constant stochastic matrix with = (4^g g as 
each row. Fix s > 0. For any s < u < t 
liP(s,t) - Lll < liP(s,t) - LP(u,t)ll + ilLP(u,t) - U1 . 
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By (1) and (7) this is 
t 
< II P(s,u)P(u,t) - LP(u,t)ll +IIL(1 +/ Q(v)P(v,t)dv) - Ul 
u 
t 
= II (P(s,u) - L)P(u,t)il +IIL/ Q(v)F(v,t)dv!l . 
u 
t 




c..(u,t) = Z ij; / (Q(v)P(v,t)), . dv . 
k e S " u 
t t 
/ ^ I'l', (Q(v)P(v,t)) |dv < / I 'q'l)dv 
u  k  €  S  ^  u k € s  
t 
= / q dv = q(t - u) < " , 
u 
t 
we can use Fubini's theorem to conclude that C(u,t) = / LQ(v)P(v,t)dv. 
u 
Also, since P(s,t) and L are both stochastic matrices 
2 (P(s,t) - L) = 0 and iiP(s,t) - Lll < 2. Thus, by Lemma 1.16, 
j € S J 
t 
IIP(s,t) - U! < IIP(s,u) - Lll6(P(u,t)) + II / LQ(v)P(v,t)dvil 
u 
t 
< 26(P(u,t)) +/ IILQ(v)ll liP(v,t)lldv 
u 
t 
< 26 (P(u,t)) + / IILQ(v)lidv . (13) 
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Choose £ > 0. Since L is a constant stochastic matrix, 
00 00 
J IILc^(t)lldt = / II t|; Q(t )ll dt 
0 u 
= / lll'Q(t) - V(t)Q(t)"dt 
0 
C / II«C - 4'(t)llllQ(t)lldt 
0 
< q / II11» - i|'(t)ll dt. 
0 
by hypothesis, this is finite and therefore one can choose T > s such 
that for t > u > T, 
t , 
/ llLQ(t)lldt < . (14) 
u 
Since X(t) is weakly ergodic, for any u there exists a T' such 
that for t > T', 
Ô (P(u,t)) < -^ e . (15) 
Let u = T and choose t > Diax(T,T'). Combining (13), (14), (15) 
gives 
llP(s,t) - Lll < 2( 1/4E ) +1^E =E . • 
The above theorem gives sufficient conditions for strong ergodicity 
if weak ergodicity is assumed. Because continuous-time chains are 
defined in terms of the intensity matrices. Theorem II.1 would be a more 
useful result if one could easily determine the weak ergodicity of a 
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continuous-time chain by using the intensity matrices Q(t). Griffeath 
(1978) was able to classify the weak ergodicity of a continuous-time 
chain using an ergodic coefficient defined on the intensity matrices. 
For a Markov chain with intensity matrix Q(t), he defined 
6(t) = inf 3 ^ ^(t) 
i,j € S 
i * j 
where 6^^(t) =q..(t) +q..(t) + I min(q.(t),q.(t)). He 
k € s - l i .j} 
proved that if lim J B(t)dt = •» then the chain is weakly ergodic. 
t + ^o 
o 
Theorem II.1 uses only properties of Q(t) to determine the strong 
ergodicity of the Markov chain it defines. Since methods for determining 
the ergodicity ot homogeneous chains are more widely known than those for 
nonhomogeneous chains, another method for demonstrating strong ergodicity 
of nonhomogeneous chains is to relate it to the ergodicity of a corre­
sponding homogeneous chain. Isaacson and Madsen (1976) gave a result of 
this type by comparing tlie transition matrices of a nonhomogeneous, 
discrete-time chain to that of a homogeneous, discrete-time chain. The 
theorem which follows is a similar result in the continuous-time case, 
but it is the intensity matrices of the homogeneous and nonhomogeneous 
chains which are used for the comparison. 
Two lemmas will be needed. 
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Lemma 11.2: 
Let Q(s^), QCs^), Q(s^) and Q be intensity matrices with 
IIQ(s^)ll < M for every 1 < i < n and 
II Ql < M . 
- 1  "  
Then IIQ(s )Q(s„)...Q(s ) - Q ll < if I llQ(s ) - Qil . 
i=l 
Proof: 
II Q(spQ(s2)...Q(s^) - Q"II 
< iiq(spq(s2)...q(s^) - q(spq(s2)...q(s^_^)!l 
+ II Q(s^)Q(S2)...Q(S^_j)Q - Q(Sj^)Q(S2)...Q(S^_2)Q^II 
+ • • • 
+ II Q(S^)Q" ^ - Q"II 
< IIQ(s^)11IIQ(s2)II ... IIQ(s^_^)IIIIQ(s^) - Qil 
+ llQ(s,)IIIIQ(s_)ll ... IIQ(s „)IMIQ(s , ) - Qll H Ql 
i z ii-"Z n— i 
+ ... + II Q(sp - Qll II Qll""^ 
-1 " 
< Z llQ(s.] - Qll . • 
i=l ^ 
Lemma 11.3: 
Suppose lim II Q(t) - Qll = 0 where sup IlQ(t)ll < " and 
t + » t > 0 
sup { |q. . |} < q < °° . There exist M such that 
i € S 
11 
Il Qli < M and 11 Q(t)ll < M for every t > 0. 
Also, for every Li > û and <5 > 0 there exists a T = T(ô ) such that 
for t > T 
un' 
Il P(t,t+U) - P(U)II < ôUe . 
Proof : 
by Corollary 1.8, Il Qll < 2q. Therefore 
IIO(t)ll < llQ(t) - Qll + Il Qll < IIQ(t) - Qll + 2q. 
By hypothesis, one can choose S* such that for t > S*, II Q(t) - Ql < 1. 
Let M* = sup {II Q ( t ) - Qll} and let M = M* + 1 + 2q . Then ,11 Q(t )ll < N 
CKt<S* 
for any t and II Qll < 2q < M. 
According to (8), the transition matrix of the homogeneous chain can 
be written as 
u 
P(l) = 1 + / Qds 
0 
L U U 
+ Z / ds / ds ... / ds 
n>2 U s, s , 
1 n-1 
I n U 
- 1 + j" Qds + Z —~ ( / 1 ds)" 
Û n>2 Û 
t+U _n t+L) 
= 1 + / Qds + Z —r ( f 1 ds)" 
t n>2 "• t 
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t+U 
= I + / Q ds 
t 
t+U t+U t+U 
+ ^ / ds. / ds, ... / ds 
n> 2 t s, s . " 
1 n-1 
Thus, again by (8) 
IIP(t,t+U) - P(U)II 
t+U 
= II I + / Q(s^) ds^ 
t+U t+U t+U 
+2 f ds J ds„ ... / Q(s )...Q(s ) ds 
If 2 t Si s,_i " " 
t+U 
- 1 - / qds^ 
t+U t+U t+U 
- ^ / ds^ / ds2 ... / q" ds 11 
n> 2 t s, s , 
1 n-1 
t+U 
= " I [q(sj^) - qjds^ 
t+U t+U t+U 
+ 2 J ds. / ds„ ... / [Q(s,)...Q(s ) - o"]ds II 
n>2 t s, ^ s . " 
1 n-1 
t+U 
< j llq(sp - qlds^ 
t+U t+U t+U 
+ z / dSj / ds^ ... / BQ(S )...Q(s ) - Q^ds 
r»2 c ^ 
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By Lemma II.2, this is 
t+U 
< I llQ(s^) - Qllds^ 
t+U t+U t+U _ n 
+ Z  / ds. / ds„ ... / m" 2  II Q ( S  .  )  -  Q I  ds 
n > 2 t  s ,  s  .  i = l ^  "  
1 n-1 
Since lim II Q(t) - Ql =0, one can find a T such that for t > T, 
^ 4 - 0 0  
II Q(t) - Qil <6 . 
Therefore, for t > T the above becomes 
llP(t,t+U) - P(U)II 
t+U 
^ f 6 ds^ 
t+U t+U t+U n 
+  ^  /  ds^  /  ds^  • • •  J  E 6 ds^  
1 "n-1 
n-1 t+U 




Suppose lira II Q(t) - Qll = 0 where sup liQ(t)ll < " and 
t t > 0 
sup { |q..|} < q <" . If the homogeneous Markov chain with intensity 
i Ç S 
matrix Q and transition matrix P(t) is strongly ergodic with limit L, 
then the nonhomogeneous Markov chain with intensity matrices Q(t) and 
transition matrices P(s,t) is strongly ergodic with limit matrix L. 
Proof: 
Choose e > 0. It follows from (1) and Lemma I.11 that 
llP(s,t) - y < II P(s ,t-u)P(t-u ,t) - P(s ,t-u)P(u)ll 
+ II P(s ,t-u)P(u) - P(s,t-u)UI 
< 11 P(s,t-u)l! liP(t-u,t) - P(u)ll + II P(s,t-u)l! liP(u) - U 
< MIP(t-u,t) - P(u)ll + MiP(u) - Lll . 
By hypothesis, one can find U such that 
II P(U) - Lll < E/2 . 
Thus, for t > U, 
liP(s,t) - U < IIP(t-U,t) - P(U)II +E/2 . (16) 
By Lemma 11.3, one can find M and, once U and M are fixed, choose 
6 = e such that for t large 
liP(t-U,t) - P(U)II = II P(t-U,(t-U)+U) - P(U)1I < E/2 . 
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Combining this with (16) shows that there exists a T such that t > T 
implies 
II P(s ,t) - Ul < e/2 + e/2 = e . • 
When the conditions of this theorem are met, one can determine the 
rate of convergence of the nonhomogeneous chain in terms of the rate at 
which the intensity matrices of the nonhomogeneous chain converge to the 
intensity matrix of the homogeneous chain. The theorem and the proof are 
similar to results on discrete-time chains given by Huang, Isaacson and 
Vinograde (1976). Before the proof two more lemmas are needed. 
Lemma 11.5: 
If P(t) is the transition matrix of a homogeneous, continuous-time 
Markov chain which is strongly ergodic with limit L, then there exist 
constants c > 0 and 0 > 0 such that 
II P(t) - Lll < c e~^ ^  for any t > 0 . 
Proof: 
Since P(t) is strongly ergodic it is also weakly ergodic and so by 
the definition of weak ergodicity of a homogeneous chain there exist 
T > 0 and d such that 0 < d < 1 and ô(P(T)) < d. 
For t > T, write t as t = mT + r where m = [t/T], the 
greatest integer in t/T. By (1) and (12), 
iiP(t) - Lll = II P(mT + r) - Lll = IIP(r)P(mT) - LP(mT)ll 
= II (P(r) - L)P(mT)ll . 
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By Lemma 1.14 and Lemma 1.16 this is 
< llP(r) - Lllô(P(mT)) < 26((P(T))™) 
< 2(6(P(T)))° < Zd" < (2/d)(dl/T)t . 
_g 1/t 
Since 0 < d < 1, one can set c = 2/d and e = d . Thus for 
t > T, II P(t) - Lll < c e"^^. 
For t < T, 
- u' < 2 = —2^ expiât} < expiât} 
= (2/d )exp{-$ t} = c e~^^. * 
Lemma 11.6: 
Suppose lim II Q(t) - Qll = 0 where sup {|q . |} < q < «> and 
t + = i € S 
sup IIQ(t)ll <". If 5 (P(U) ) = d < 1 for some U, then there exist 
t > 0 
T > 0 and Y < 1 such that ô(P(t,t+U)) < ï for all t > T. 
Proof: 
By choosing 6 ~ 2Uexp{ UM} Lemma II.3, one can see that there 
exists a T such that for t > T 
liP(t,t+U) - P(U)1I < V: (1 - d) . 
Also, by Lemma 1.17 
|ô(P(s,t)) - 6(P(U))| < llP(s,t) - P(U)I1 . 
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Thus, letting y = (1 - d)/2 + d =V2+V2d < 1, these two inequalities 
give 
6 (P(t,t+U)) < lS(P(t,t+U)) - 6(P(U))| + |6(P(U))| 
<  l i p ( t , t +u )  -  P(u ) l l  +Ô(P (U) )  
< V 2 ( l ~ d ) + d = ï  f o r  t  >  T  .  '  
Theorem II.7: 
Let lim II Q(t) - Qil = 0 where Q is strongly ergodic, 
t ->• ® 
sup{|q..|} < q <® and sup 11 Q(t)ll < °°. Let g(t) be a monotonically 
i € S t > 0 
increasing function from to R"*". If lim g(2t)ll Q(t) - Oil = 0 ,  
t ->• 00 
then lim sup {minCe^*" ,g(t) )ll P(s ,s+t) - Lll } =0 where L is the 
t + " s > 0 
limit matrix for Q and 0 < X < V2 3 where 6 is chosen as in Lemma 
II.5. 
Proof : 
By Definition 1.16, since Q is strongly ergodic, there exists a 
U such that 6(P(U)) < 1. By Lemma II.6, there exist S* and T < 1 
such that 
i5(P(s,s+U)) < y for any s > S . (17) 
By hypothesis, given any e > 0 there exists a T such that t > T 
implies 
g(2t)ll Q(t) - Qll < e . (18) 
Choose t such that V21 > max(U,S ,T). 
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Now, for any s > 0, one has 
II P(s ,s+t) - Ul 
^ liP(s,s+t) - P(s ,s+V2 t;)P( V2 t)ll + II P(s ,s+V2 t)i'( V2 t) - Ul 
II P(s,s+V2 t)P(s+V2t,t) - P(s ,3+V2 t)P( V2 t)ll 
+ II P(s ,s+V2 t)P( V2 t ) - P(s ,s+V2 t)LII 
< II P(s ,s+V2 t )ll II P(s+V2 t ,s+t) - P( V2 t )H 
+ II P(s,s+V2t)ll II P( V2t) - Lll 
< II P(s+V2t,s+t) - P( 1/2 t )ll + II P( 1/2 t) - Lll • (19) 
Next, consider 
II P(s+ V2 t ,s+t) - P(V2 t)ll 
<11 P(s+V2 t,s+t) - P( V2 t-U)P(s+t-U ,s+t) n  
+ II P( V2t-IJ)P(s+t-U,s+t) - P( 1/2 t )il 
= ii P(s+V2 t, s+t-u )F(s+t-U ,s+t ) - F( V2 t-u )P(s+t-U ,s+t )il 
+ II P( l/2t-U)P(s+t-U,s+t) - F( V2t-U)P(U)ll 
< 11 P(s+V2 t ,s+t-U ) - P( V2 t-U )ll Ô (P(s+t-U ,s+t ) ) 
+ II P(s+t-U,s+t) - P(Li)ll . 
Repeating this procedure on 11 P(s+V2 t ,s+t-U) - P( I/2 t-U)ll several times 
and using (17) gives 
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Il P(s+ V2 t ,s+t) - P( V2 t)'l 
< l lp(s+V2t,s+t-(m-l)U) - P( 1/2 C - (m-l)u) l l ï " '~^ 
i-1 
+ Z II P(s+t-iU,s+t-(i-l)U) - P(U) l lT (20) 
i=l 
where m = [t/2U], the greatest integer in t/2U. 
By Lemma II.3, there exists an M such that II Qll < M and 
II Q(t)ll < M for any t > 0. Consider 
g(t )ll P(s+V2 t ,s+t-(in-l)U) - P( V2 t-(in-l)UII 
s+t-(in-l)U 
= g(t)ll / [Q(s ) - Q]ds 
s+ V2 t 
s+t-(m-l)U s+t-(m-l)U 
+ I j ds, ... J [Q(s.)...Q(s ) - Q ]ds 
n?2 s+v2c s , ^ 
n-1 
s+t-(m-l)U 
< / g(t)li Q(s ) - Qll ds 
s+ V2 t 
s+t-(m-l)U 
+ I! J ds. ... 
n^ 2 s+ V2 C 
s+t-(m-l)U 
/ g(t)!! Q(sp.. .Q(s^) - Q^llds^ 
®n-l 
which by Lemma 11.2 is 
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s+t-(m-l)U 
< / g(t)ll Q(s ) - Qll ds 
s+ V2 t 
s+t-(m-l)U 
+ ^ / ds. ... 
n> 2 s+ V2 C 
s+t-(ni-l)U _ n 
I k" g(t) E llQ(s, ) - Qllds 
s , k=l " " 
n-1 
LuL t < s+t < 2s+t = 2(s+ V2 C) < 2s^ for every i, and since g(t) is 
monotonically increasing g(t) < g(2s^) for every i. The above is 
therefore 
s+t—(m-l)U 
t / g(2s )ll Q(s ) - Oil ds 
s+ V2 t 
s+t-(m-l)U 
+2 / ds. ... 
i92 s+ V2 C 
s+t-(ir-l)U n 
/ M" Z g(2s, )IIQ(s, ) - Qll ds^ . 
Since V21 > T, by (18) this is 
s+t-(m-l) Li 
< ; e ds 
s+ V2 t 
s+t-(m-l) l j  s+t-(m-l)D , 
+  Z J  ds, ... / M n E ds 
^2 s+vzt 1 s , 
^ n-1 
n-1 s+t-(m-l)U 
= e( V2 t-(ni-l)U) + E -—j-2— (J 1 ds )" 
n> 2 ^ • s+ V2 t 
, n—1 
= e( V2t-(m-l)U) + Z ( V2t-(in-l)U)" . 
n>2 ^ 
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But m = [t/2U] implies that V2t~(ni-l)U < 2U, so the above becomes 
'  =<2U)  +E  E - ^5^  (2U) °  
n>2 
= czuezuk. 
Similarly, for i = l,2,...,m-l 
g(t)ll P(s+t-ilJ,s+t-(i-l)U) - P(lj)ll 
s+t-(i-l)U 
< / g(t)ll Q(s ) - Qll ds 
s+t-iU 
s+t-(i-l)U 
+2 j ds ... 
rv»2 s+t-iU 
s+t-(i-l)U n 
/ m" g(t) I II 0(s ) - Qll ds 
s , k=l k n 
n-1 
But 1 < i < m-l = [t/2U] - 1, implies that U - V21 < -iU or, 
equivalent^/, 2U-t < -2iU. Thus, t < t+2s+2U = 2t+2s+2U-t < 2t+2s-2iU 
< 2(t+s-iLj) < 2s^. Therefore, the above is 
s+t-(i-l)U 
< / g(2s^)ll Q(s^) - Qll ds^ 
s+t-iU 
s+t-(i-l)U 
+ !.. / dsi 
n>2 s+t-iU 
s+t-(i-l)U n 
;  E g (2s . ) "Q(s . )  -
s , k=l k k n 
n-1 
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Again since U - V2 t < -iU, s+t-iU > s+t-V2 t+U = s+V2 t+U > V2 t > T. 
Therefore, by (18), the above is 
s+t-(i-l)U n-1 s+t-(i-l)U 
< sj 1 ds, + £ 1 ds,)» 
s+t-iU n>2 s+t-iU 
= euek" 
< :2Ue2KU 
Therefore, from (2U) 
g(t)ll P(s+V2 t ,s+t) - P( V2t)ll 
i=l 




1 - Y 
Next consider the second term on the right-hand side of (19). By 
Lemma II.5, there exist constants c > 0 and p > 0 such that 
II P( V2 t) - y < ce . hence, if 0 < X < V2 3 , 
min(g(t), e ^)W P( V2 c ) - Lll < e^^ ce ^2 ^ e^^ /2^)'^ which goes 
to 0 as t approaches . It follows, therefore, from (19) that 
lim min(g(t), e^ ^  )ll P(s ,s+t) - Lll = G uniformly in s. • 
[ CO 
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Slight alterations to this theorem can be made. If it is assumed 
that lim g(kt)ll Q(t) - Qll =0 where k > 1, then the result holds 
[4-00 
with 0 < X < B(k-l)/k. The proof would have in place of (19) 
II P(s,s+t) - U1 
< liP(s,s+t) - P(s,s + t/k)P(t - t/k)ll 
+ llP(s,s + t/k)P(t - t/k) - Lll 
< liP(s + t/k,s + t) - P(t - t/k)ll + llP(t - t/k) - Lll . 
The first term on the right-hand side is handled the same way as before 
except that m = ((k-l)t/kU]. For the second term, by Lemma II.5, 
II P(((k-l)/k)t) - Lll < c , 
Thus 
min(g(t), e^^)»P(t - t/k) - Lll 
. (A - g(k-l)/k)t 
^ c e . 
This goes to zero for X < 3(k-l)/k. If lim g(kt)ll Q(t) - Ql = 0 for 
t •>• = 
all k > 1, then the result is true for 0 < X <6. 
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III. CONSTANT CAUSATIVE MARKOV CHAINS 
A. The General Case 
The remainder of this dissertation will concentrate on various 
classes of nonhomogeneous, continuous-time Markov chains rather than the 
general chains studied in Chapter II. The first class to be considered 
is that of constant causative chains. Lipstein (1965) was apparently the 
first to introduce the notion of a constant causative chain. He used 
this type of nonhoniogeneous, discrete-time chain to study consumer 
behavior after a new brand is introduced in the marketplace (see also 
Lipstein (196b)). 
Definition IIl.l: 
A discrete-time, nonhomogeneous Markov chain with transition 
matrix P(m,n) is a constant causative chain if there exists a matrix 
C for which 
P(n,n+1) = P(ri-l,n)C = P(0,l)c" . 
C is called a causative matrix. 
Although constant causative chains have appeared occasionally in the 
literature, applications of these chains are still infrequent. Besides 
Lipsteins work, Franklin (1976) used a constant causative model to study 
the work patterns of the disabled. Sociologists commonly use discrete-
time, homogeneous Markov chains for such studies of shifts in populations. 
These have often been found to fit the data inadequately. Two possible 
remedies that have been suggested are to look instead at either 
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nonhomogeneous chains, as Franklin did, or at continuous-time chains 
(e.g. see Singer and Spilerman (1976)). Some authors have even tried 
both. S^renson (1975) argues that his continuous-time model is not 
sufficient and that either the homgeneity or the Markovian assumption 
needs to be dropped in order to fit his data. He chose the former and 
looks at a nonhomogeneous Poisson process, which is a well-known 
nonhomogeneous, continuous-time chain. All this indicates that there are 
many possible applications of nonhomogeneous, continuous-time chains. 
The work of Lipstein and Franklin indicates that there may even be 
applications of some form of continuous-time, constant causative chain. 
The following definition extends the constant causative property to 
the continuous-time case and quite a number of results follow. 
Definition III.2: 
A continuous-time Markov chain is constant causative if there exists 
a matrix C(s,t) which satisfies the following properties: 
i) C(s,h+k) = C(s,h)C(s,k) whenever {s,h,k} c [0,=°) (21) 
ii) For any s and t such that 0 < s < t, the transition 
matrix P(s,t) can be written as 
P(s,t) = P(s-h,t-h)C(t-s,h) whenever U < h < s. (22) 
This definition coincides with the discrete-time definition of a 
constant causative chain if only integer-valued times are considered. In 
this case, C = C(l,l) and (21) and (22) give 
P(n,n+1) = P(n-1,n)C(l,1) = F(0,l)C(l,n) = P(0 ,1)(C(1,1))". 
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It is interesting to note that homogeneous Markov chains are the 
special case of constant causative chains where C(s,t) = I, the 
identity matrix. 
Lipstein (1955) conjectured that if lim c" = L where L is a 
n ->• » 
constant stochastic matrix, then lim P(0,n) = L. Proofs of this in 
n » 
somewhat restrictive cases are given by Harary et al. (1970) and by 
Le Maire and Mauffrey (1977). Pullman and Styan (1973) and Huang et al. 
(197b) both present stronger results which have Lipstein's conjecture as 
a consequence. The following theorem implies a continuous-time version 
of Lipstein's conjecture. 
Theorem III.3: 
If there exists an x ana an H  such that I I C(x,t)ll < H  for any 
t > 0 and lim llC(x,t) - Lll =0 where L is a constant stochastic 
t -> œ 
matrix, j i lP(s,s+t) - Lll ut  converges for any s > G. 
0 
Proof: 
By (.21) for any s > 0, C(x,s+t) = C(x,s)C(x,t) = C(x, t)C(x, s). 
Since C is bounded, lim C(x,s+t) = C(x,s) lim C(x,t) 
t ->• «  ^ CO 
= ( lim C(x,t))C(x,s). Thus, since L is a constant stochastic matrix 
J-  ^CO 
L = C(x,s)L = LC(x,s) = L^ for any s > 0 . (23) 
For any s > 0, consider 
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/ Il P(s,s+t) - LII dt 
0 
X °° 
= J liP(s,s+t) - LII de +/ IIP(s,s+t) - LII dt 
0 x 
X » 
< / 2 dt + / Il P(s ,s+t-x)P(s+t-x, s+t) - LU dt 
0 x 
= 2x + / Il P(s ,s+t-x)P(0,x)C(x,s+t-x) - LII dt 
X 
which by Lemma I.11 is 
= 2x + / II P(s ,s+t-x)P(0 ,x) (C(x, s+t-x) - L)ll dt 
X 
< 2x + / 1* II C(x, s+t-x) - LII dt 
= 2x + / IIC(x,s+t) - LII dt . 
0 
Since lim l lC(x,t) - Ul =0, there exists a T such that 
t ->• " 
II C(X;T) - Ul = a < 1. Therefore, the above is 
00 "p 
= 2x + Z / 11 C(x,kT+u+s) - LII du 
k=0 0 
00 Y 
= 2x + Z / II C(x,kT)C(x,u+s) - LII du 
k=0 0 
which by (23) is 
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00 "p 
= 2x + Z / ll(C(x,kT) - L)(C(x,u+s) - L)ll du 
k=0 Û 
00 Y 
< 2x + Z / llC(x,kT) - Lll IIC(x,u+s) - Lll du . 
k=0 Û 
Using (21) and the triangle inequality this is 
k r? 
< 2x + Z ll(C(x,T)) - Lll J IIC(x,u+s)ll + II Ul du 
k=0 0 
which by (23) and hypothesis is 
r 
< 2x + Z ll(C(x,T) - L) II / (M+l)du 
k=0 0 
< 2x + Z IIC(x,T) - LII^(h+l)T 
k=0 
< 2x + Z a^(h+l)T . 
k=0 
Since a < 1, / IIP(s,s+t) -Lll dt converges. V 
0 
In the discrete-time case, it is clear that for a constant causative 
chain the changes in the transition matrix are the same at each step. It 
seems, therefore, not unreasonable to guess that constant causative 
chains might be described in terms of linear equations. The next theorem 
shows that this is in fact the case. A simple lemma about continuous 
functions is given first. 
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Lemma III.4: 
Let f be a continuous function from the nonnegative reals into the 
reals. If for every x > 0 and y > 0, 
f(x + y) = f(x) + f(y) 
then there exists an a such that 
f(x) = ax . 
Proof: 
Let p be a positive integer. f(p) = f(p'l) = f(l+l+...+l) 
= f(l) + f(l) + ... + f(l) = pf(l). Also pf(l/p) = f(l/p) + f(l/p) + 
... + f(l/p) = f(p(l/p)) = f(l) implies that f(l/p) = (l/p)f(l). 
Therefore, for any positive rational p/q, f(p/q) = (p/q)f(l). For any 
X > 0, there exists a sequence of positive rationals p^/q^ such that 
lim p/q = X. Thus, since f is continuous, f(x) = f( lira p /q ) = 
n CO n + ™ 
lim f(p^/q^) = lim (p /q^)f(l) = xf(l). Letting a = f(l), the proof 
n -»• 00 n ™ 
is complete. ® 
Theorem III.5: 
Suppose X(t) is a constant causative Markov chain whose causative 
matrix C(x,t) has elements with continuous first order partials. Then, 
the intensity matrices of X(t) are given by Q(t) = tC + Q where C 




First, since for any t > 0 P(t,t) = I, (22) implies 
I = P(t,t) = P(0,0)C(0,t) = C(0,t) for any t > 0 . (24) 
By definition, the intensity matrix of X(t) is given by 
Q ( T )  = lim - I ^ P(0,h)C(h,t) - P(0,0)C(0.t) 
h + 0 ^ h > 0 ^ 
= lim [p(o,h) (C(h.t) - C(O.t)) + (P(0,h) - P(0,0)) c(o,t)] 
h -> 0 " 
= lC^(0,t) + Q(0)I 
= C^(0,t) + Q(0) 
where C^(0,t) =^C(s,t)| (0,t) ' 
Using (21) and (24), one sees that 
(0,s+t) lii? 
h ->• 0 
C(h,s+t) - C(0,s+t) 
h 
= xlill 
h + 0 
C(h,s)C(h,t) - C(0,s)C(0.t) 
= lim 
h + 0 
(C(h,s) - C(O.s)) 
C(b,t) 
+ C(0,s) (C(h,t) - C(O.t)) 
= Cj(0,s) + C^(0,t). 
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Therefore, applying Lemma III.4 to the elements of C^CO.t) it follows 
that 0^(0,t) = tC for some matrix C. Thus, Q(t) = tC + Q. 
Since the intensity matrices Q(t) must satisfy (3), it is clear 
that C and Q both satisfy (9) are therefore intensity matrices for 
In the case where the C and Q found in the above theorem commute 
with each other, a great deal can be determined about the chain. The 
rest of this chapter will consider this case. 
In Theorem III.5 two matrices, C and Q, associated with the 
constant causative chain were introduced. When C and Q commute and 
are bounded, one can solve the Kolmogorov differential equations to find 
the transition matrix P(s,t). Recall that the intensity matrix Q of a 
continuous-time homogeneous Markov chain satisfies (9), 
two homogeneous chains • 
B. The Comnutative Case 
q,., < 0 
11 
q. . > 0 for i * j 
For any matrix A it is assumed that = I, the identity matrix. The 
elements of I are given by the Kronecker delta 
«ij- {: if if j if i = j . 
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Theorem III.6: 
Let Q(t) = tC + Q where C and Q are the intensity matrices of 
two homogeneous chains such that sup { |q.. |} < q < , 
i € s 
sup { |c. . 1} < c < °° and CQ = QC. Then, {Q(t)} are the intensity 
i e b 
matrices of a Markov chain and the transition matrices are determined 
uniquely by 
P(s,t) = I + Z —{ (t-s)Q + V2 (t^-s^)c} 
n=l "• 
= exp{ (t-s)Q + V2 (t^-s^)c} 
= exp( (t-s)Q} exp{ V2 (t^-s^)c} . (25) 
Proof : 
Notation: (A)?. = a..(n) is the ii^^ element of the matrix 
ij iJ 
Let F(s,t) = 1 + Z —J- { (t-s)Q + V2 (t'^-s^)C} 
n=l "• 
To show that F(s,t) is actually the transition matrix P(s,t) it is 
sufficient to show that F(s,t) satisfies the Kolmogorov differential 
equations (4) and (5) and that Z f..(s,t) = 1 for every i 6 S and 
j € S 
all 0 < s < t. 
The backward Kolmogorov equation (5) can be given in matrix form as 
^F(s,t) = -Q(s)F(s,t) . 
4 9  
t 
Since F(s,t) = exp{ J Q(u)du} , the fact that 
s 
3 ^ 
g-g- F(s,t) = - Q(s) exp{ / Q(u)du} 
s 
= - Q(s)F(s,t) 
follows from aavanced calculus techniques. The details are given for 
completeness. 
In order to show that F(s,t) is a solution to the backward 
Kolomogorov differential equation, first consider for t > s > 0 
- 33 ('ij ((t-s)Q +V2(t^-s^)C)°j| 
(26) 
In order to differentiate the series termwise it is sufficient to show 
that the series of partial derivatives converges absolutely. From 
Corollaries 1.8 and 1.9 applied to Q and C 
IIQII^ < (2q)" and 
!l ai" < (2c)" . 
Therefore, 
i(c"q")..| < Z |(c"q"') I < i lc"Q"'ll < ii Cli ^11 qll 
k Ç S 
< (2c)"(2q)^ .  (27) 
5U 
Thus, consider 
^ 1 3% ((t-s)Q + V2 (t^-s^)C)" 
n=l 
n=l ® k=0 \ 
)l|((fc"-k),;| 
IJ 
which according to (27) is 
n-k 




oH ( n 
^ Z n ! 
n=l jk=0 k!(n-k)! 
k(t-s) 
2 2\'^ ~^  
k-1 ( t -s 1 k n-k 





- : A (";:') (4^) c-'-" 
I k=0 ^ \ 2 / 
^n-1 
2 2, ,n-l 2(q+sc) Z ((t-s)q + V2 (t "S )c)^ 
= 2(q+sc )exp{ 2( (t-s )q + V2 (t^-s^)c)} < °° . 
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Therefore, (26) can be differentiated termwise. 
ST fyfs.t) = + V2(t^-s^)c)5'j 
m  
_ \n-k-l I 
- s(n-k)(t-s)k j (qV'~'')_ 
00 I n k-1 / 2 2 
_ Z .JLl ; n!k(t-s)" : q . (qk-lcn-k) 
n=l "• (k=0 k!(n-k)! \ 2 / „ ç g 
If / ? 9 V n-k-1 
^ n!s(n-k)(t-s) |t -s | r , k n-l-k, 
k=0 \—l „ I , " Lj 
which by interchanging the order of summation is 
- ( Z ("") ' Vc--) J| 
' nl ^  m € s''- * (^) "V 
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However, 
I s n=I mj 
|(t-s)Q + | — 
m€ (n-1) 
^(t-s)Q + V2 (t^-s^)cj 
n-1 
mj 
<  H Q  + csll Z , _!x , II (t-s)Q + I/2 (t^-s^)Cll"~^ 
n=l (n-1)! 
Q + Csll I I t-s|ll Qll + V2 |t^-s^|ll ai )" ^ 
n=l 
<  H Q  + Csll Z 1 , ((t-s)2q + V2 (t^-s^)2c)" ^ 
n=l (n-1)! 
< II Q + Csll exp{ (t-s)2q + (t^-s^)c} < ^  . 
Therefore, one can interchange the order of summation to get 
3% = - E (Ain + c^^s) z ((t-s)Q + 
m ^ o n—i 
= - ; ((Sim + =1%=) ((t-s)Q + V2(t2-s2)C)2 
m t S n=0 
The last equality holds since Q(t) = tC + Q 
F(s,t) = exp{ (t-s)Q+V2 (t^-s^)c} . Thus, the 
differential equation holds. The proof that 
and 
backward Kolmogorov 
F(s,t) satisfies the 
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forward equation is sindlar. 
To see that this is the unique solution for the transition matrix, 
one must show that Z f..(s,t) = 1. Therefore, consider 
j € S 
j e s 
- z js + 2 ((t-s)Q + V2 (t^-s^)C)" . I 
J j € S ( J n=l 
1  "  /  \  , /  2 _  2 \ "  k  
" j L  ( I )  '  (q'' c"-k).. . 
Since 
n=l ^' k=0 1 € S 
• .1 i (:) , E ICQ^ C* k) 
€ S 
(2q)k(2c)" k 
= S ((t-s)2q +1/2(C^-S^)2c)" 
n=l 
= exp{ (t-s)2q + (t^-s^)c} - 1 < = , 
the above becomes 
2 f (s,t) = 1 + 2 ^ Z (l) (t-s)^(-^^) E (qV k) .(28) 
' ' ^ n=l k=0\ ' \ ^ /i E c j € S j ^ S 
Consider ^ (Q^C^ ^)... Since n > 1, either k > 0 or n-k > 0. 
j € S 
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Therefore, the following argument shows that Z (Q^c" ^ ).. = 0. By 
i 6 S 
hypothesis l q.. = C and Z c.. = 0. For n > 0 or m > 0 
j € S j e S 
consider Ï. (Q^C^)... Since C and Q commute one can assume 
j e S 
without loss of generality that m > 0. Since 
k € S j € S Ik k] k € S Ik j € S 
<  I IC IL  Z  | (Q  c ) I <  I IC I I I IQ  C  I I  <  I IC I I  I IQ I I  < "  ,  
k e S ^ 
one can interchange sums to get 
Z = Z Z (Q"cG 1) c 
j € S j Ç S k € S J 
inererore, (.zo; gives 
Thus, Che solution to the Kolniogorov dilferential equations is 
unique. In other words, the h'larkov chain given by the intensity 
matrices Q(t) = tC + Q has the transition matrices 
P(s,t) = I + E -A ((t-s)Q + Vc (t^-s^)C)" 
n=l "• 
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= exp{ (t-s)Q + V2 (t^-s^)C} . I 
In the commutative case, it is also possible to recover the causative 
matrix when Q(t) = tC + Q is given. 
Theorem III.7: 
If Q(t) = tC + Q are the intensity matrices of a Markov chain 
X(t) where II 01 < 2c < " , II Qll < 2q < " and QC = CQ, then X(t) is 
constant causative and 
C(s,t) = exp{stC} . 
Proof: 
C(s,h+k) = exp{s(h+k)c} = exp{ shc} exp{ skc} 
= C(s,h)C(s,k) 
so (21) is satisfied. To see that (22) is also satisfied, use (25). 
F(s-h,t-h)C(t-s,h) 
= exp{ ( (t-h)-(s-h) )Q + V2 ( (t-h)^-(s-h)^)c} 
• exp{ (t-s)hc} 
= exp{ (t-s)Q + V2 (t^-2th+h^-s^+2sh-h^+2th-2sh)c} 
= exp{ (t-s)Q + V2 (t^-s^)c} 
= P(s,t) . • 
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Example 111.8: 
-1 0 r •-3 1 2' 
Let C = 0 0 0  and Q = 2 - 4  2  then = 
. 1 0 -i_ 
_  2  1 - 3 .  
= -5Q and CQ = QC 
-5C. 





1 + z  ^ "(-5) " - l  u 
n! 
n=l n! ^ 
(-5t)" 





2+3e~^^ l-le~^^ 2-2e'^^ 
2-2e'^^ l+4e"^^ 2-2e"^^ 
2-2e~^^ l-le~^^ 2+3e~^^ 
Similarly, 
l+le~^^ 0 l-le"^t 
exp(tC) = I/2 0 2 0 
l-le"^^ 0 l+le"^^ 
Thus , 
C(s , t) = exp{ stC} = 





V2 - V2 e 0 V2 + V2 e ^ 
And P(s,t) = expl (t-s)Q} exp{ V2 (C^-s^)c} is given in Table 1. 
Table 1. P(s,t) for Example 111.8 
4+e-5(t-s)+5g-5(t-s)-(t2_s2) 

















It is interesting to notice that this example shows that a converse 
to Theorem III.3 does not hold. 
2/5 1/5 2/5 
L = 2/5 1/5 2/5 J 
2/5 1/5 2/5 
2 
then / II P(s ,s+t) - Uldt < / 1 -5t e _^^5t2stt dt for any 
0 0 ^  
s > 0. On the other hand. 
V2 0 V2 
lim C(s,t) = 0 1 0 
t ^ 00 
V2 0 V2 
The remainder of the work in this chapter will relate the commu­
tative case of constant causative chains to two discrete-time, homo­
geneous Markov chains. This is done in the following way. Define 
P = 1 + ^  
q 








Since sup{|q..|}<q, 0 < q . . / q  < 1 for i*j and 
i € S iJ 
-1 < q^^/q U. Thus by (29), U < 6^^ + (q^^/q) = < 1 for all 
i,j Ç S. Also, 
for all i € S. In the same way, 0 < r^^ < 1 for all i,j € S and 
Z r.. = 1 for all i € S. Thus, P and R are both stochastic 
j e S ij 
and can be viewed as the transition matrices of two discrete-time, homo­
geneous Mrkov chains which are referred to as X(k) and Y(k), 
respectively. 
Since CQ = QC, it is easy to see that P and R also commute as 
follows 
PR = (i + + _ 1 + Q+ ^ 
\ q / \ C/ q c qc 
= I+ Q + G= A + ^ + Q \ 
n n /-• n i nil n I  
= RP . 
Note also that sup{|q..|} < q implies that 
i € S 11 
p^^ = 1 + (q^^/q) > 0 for each i € S. Therefore, P is aperiodic. 
Similarly, R is aperiodic. Since periodicity is never present in 
continuous-time chains, it is logical to compare the continuous-time 
chain to aperiodic, discrete-time chains in order to study ergodic 
behavior. 
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The transition matrix for the constant causative chain, which will 
now be referred to as X(t), can be written in terms of P and R. 
Since Q = q(P - I) and C = c(R - I), (25) gives 
P(s,t) = exp{ (t-s)q(P-I)} exp{ V2 (t^-s^)c(R-I)} 
= exp{ (t-s)qP} exp{-q(t-s)l} 
• exp{ V2 c(t^-s^)R} exp{ - V2 (t^-s^)l} 
= exp{ q(t-s)p} exp{-q(t-s)} I 
•exp{ V2 c(t^-s^)R} exp{ - V2 c(t^-s^)} I 
= exp{-q(t-s)-V2 c(t^-s^)} exp{q(t-s)P[ exp{ V2c(t^-s^)R} . 
Since C and Q commute, this can also be written as 
P(s,t) =exp{-q(t-s) - ^/2 c(t^-s^)} 
•exp{ I/2 c(t^-s^)R} exp{q(t-s)p} 
or as 
P(s,t) = exp{-q(t-s)-V2 c(t^-s^)} 
• exp{ q(t-s)P + V2 c(t^-s^)R} . (31) 
Using the notation p^^(n) to indicate the ij^^ element of P^ and 
r\j(n) to indicate the ij*"^ elements of r" , (31) can be written in 
terms of elements as 
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p^XSjt) =exp{-q(t-s) -V2c(t^-s^)} 
Z 
k € S 
or p^^(s,t) =exp{-q(t-s) - I/2 c(t^-s^)} 
or p^^(s,t) =exp{-q(t-s) - V2 c(t -s )} 
^ "4^ (q(t-s)P + V2 c(t^-s^)R)" . 
n=0 "• 
exp{-q(t-s) -V2c(t^-s^)} 
^ %T ^ fk)(q(t-s))k( V2c(t2-s2))* k(pkRn ^ (33) 
n=0 "• k=0\ / ^ 
This way of expressing P(s,t) becomes very useful in the following 
theorems, which relate properties of X(t) to the corresponding 
properties of X(k) and Y(k) and other related discrete-time, 
homogeneous chains. 
Lemma 111.9: 
Let P and K be given as in (29) and (30). If for some i,j € S 
there are nonnegative integers m and n for which (p'^'r^).^ > 0, then 
for any integers u > m and v > n (p"r^)^^ > 0. 
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Proof : 





The lemma follows by induction. • 
Theorem 111.10: 
Let X(t) be a Markov chain defined by the intensity matrix 
and only if PR is the transition matrix of an irreducible discrete-
time, homogeneous Markov chain. 
Proof : 
Suppose X(t) is irreducible. Consider any i,j € S. By the 
irreducibility of X(t), there exists a t > 0 such that 
0 < p^^(0,t). By (33), this implies that there exists some k > 0 and 
some n > 0, which depend on i and j, such that (P^ r" ^ ^ij ^  
Let m = .r.ax{k,n-k} . By Lemma III.9 0 < (^' ~ other 
words, PK is the transition matrix of an irreducible chain. 
Q(t) = tQ + C where . 1} < q < «° and sup { |c. . |} < c < " 
^ i € S 
and CQ = QC. Let P=l+ — 
q 
- r 
and R = I + — . X(t) is irreducible if 
c 
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Suppose PR is the transition matrix of an irreducible chain. 
Choose any i,j € S and any s > 0. Since PR is irreducible, one can 
find an m such that (PR)™^ > 0. Let t = s+1, then t-s = 1 and 
t^-gZ = 2s+l. By (33), 
p^j(s,t) = exp{-q-V2 c(2s+l)} 
*) ^  ^ q^ ( V2c(2s+l))"-k(pk } 
(n=0 k=0 \ ^) 
> exp{ -q- V2 c(2s+l)} 
• TÂÎÔT %C(2S+1))«(P- > 0 . 
Thus, X(t) is irreducible. • 
It is often not practical to find Pk. However, the following 
corollary, when applicable, will affirm the irreducibility of X(t) more 
readily than by using Theorem III.10. 
Corollary 111.11: 
X(t) is irreducible if either X(k) or Y(k) is irreducible. 
Proof: 
Suppose X(k) is irreducible. For any i,j € S, there exists an 
ni such that 0 < p^^(ni) = (p" R^)^^. By Lemma III.9, 
0 < (?" i^)= (Pk)?j. Therefore, PR is the transition matrix of an 
irreducible chain. By Theorem III.10, X(t) is irreducible. ' 
The proof is similar if %(k) is irreducible. 
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The converse of the corollary is not true as demonstrated by the 
following example. 
Example 111.12 
Let Q = 
CQ = QC = 
.tc _ 
: 
-1 0 0 1 
0 -1 1 0 
and 0 1 -1 0 
1 0 0 -1 
1 -1 1 -1 
-1 1 -1 1 c2 = 
1 -1 1 -1 ' 
-1 1 -1 1 
'V2 + V2 e 
-2t 
V2 _ 1/2 
-2t 
e 








= -2C and 
0 
0 
-1 1 0 0 
1 -1 0 0 
0 0 -1 1 





V2 + V2 e 
I/2 _ I/2 -2t 
V2 - V2 e 




V2 + V2 e 
0 
0 
LV2 - V2 e 
-2t 
V2 + V2 < 




V2 + V2 e 
V2 - ^26 
0 
0 
V2 + V: -2t '2 6 
Two forms of F(s,t) = exp{ (t-s)Q} exp{ V2 (t^-s^)c} are given in Tables 
2 and 3. From the form of P(s,t) given in Table 3, it is clear that for 
s < t < °° each element is greater than zero and thus X(t) is 
irreducible. On the other hand, letting q = c = 2 gives 
6 5  
Table 3. Simplified form of P(s,t;) for Example 111.12 















, 2 2 
-(t -s 







V4 ( 1 -< 
• (1-e 
-2(t-s ) 


















, 2 2 
-(t -s 
V4 ( 1 -I 
• (Ife 











P = 1 + 
'V2 0  0  'I2 V2 V2 0  0  '  
0  0  V2 V2 0  c V2 V2 0  0  
and R  =  I  +  —  =  q  0  V2 V2 0  
c 0  0  V2 V2 
.V2 0  0  V2. . 0  0  V2 V2 
Neither X(k) nor Y(k) is irreducible. 
Therefore, since neither X(k) nor Y(k) is irreducible, 
Corollary III.11 is not applicable. There is, however, another corollary 
of Theorem III.10 which characterizes the irreducibility of X(t) by 
using a discrete-time chain whose transition matrix is easier to find 
than PR. 
Corollary 111.13: 
X(t) is irreducible it and only if V2 (P + R) is the transition 
matrix of an irreducible, homogeneous, discrete-time Markov chain. 
Proof : 
If X(t) is irreducible then, by Theorem III.10, for any i,j € S, 
there exists an m such that (PR)^^ > 0. Therefore, 
2m 
0 < (PRf. < I 
^ k=0 
[ (2%) (pk = (P + R,;* . 
ij ij 
Thus, V2 (P + R) is the transition matrix of an irreducible Markov chain. 
Conversely, suppose V2 (P + r) is irreducible and choose i,j € S. 
There exists an m such that ( V2 (? + R))^^ > 0. Therefore, 
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0 < (1/2)" ° (ï) (p"" 5""").. . 
k=0\ / 
_k _Fi-k 
This implies that there exists some k^ < m such that (P ° R ^ 
Let n = max{ k ,m-k }. By Lemma III.9 
o o' 
0 < (p" r").. = (pr)". . 
ij ij 
Thus PR is irreducible and by Theorem III.10 so is X(t). • 
The major reason for introducing the discrete-time chains X(k) and 
Y(k) is that in many cases the ergodicity of the constant causative 
chain can be directly related to the ergodicity of these discrete-time 
chains. In the cases where either discrete-time chain is ergodic, the 
constant causative chain will also be ergodic and its long run distri­
bution will be the same as that of the ergodic discrete-time chain. An 
obvious question arises it both discrete-time chains are ergodic since it 
is not clear which of the two corresponding long-run distributions would 
be assumed by the continuous-time chain. Fortunately, since P and R 
commute, Lemma 1.22 shows that X(k) and Y(k) must have the same long 
run distribution whenever they are both ergodic. 
Because the stationary distributions of X(k) and Y(k) coincide 
when they are both ergodic, it is reasonable to relate the ergodicity of 
these discrete-time chains to that of the constant causative chain. This 
is done in the following theorem. 
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Theorem III.14: 
Suppose either X(k) or Y(k) is ergodic with limit distribution 
If , then X(t) is ergodic with the same limit distribution. 
Proof: 
Suppose X(k) is ergodic and lim p (n) = ÏÏ . for i ^  S where 
+ 00 J 
IT . > 0 and Z it . = 1. First consider 
J j € S J 
2 2, 
exp{-q(t-s)-V2 c(t -s )} 
Z Z it-s) 
k € S\n=0 
= exp{-q(t-s)-V2 c(t^-s^)} 
k € s 
By Lemma 1.22, Z nr.. = ir .. Therefore, using (32), the above is 
k€ s J 
= p^^(s,t) - exp{-q(t-s)-V2 c(t^-s^)}Tr^ exp{ q(t-s)+V2 c(t^-s^)} 
= P^j(s,t) - Ti j . (34) 
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Choose e > U. Since X(k) is ergodic, Theorem 1.5 implies that 
there exists an N such that for n > N 
j € S 
p . . ( n )  -  < . ^  
Therefore, from (34) 
|Pj^(s,t) """ji exp{-q(t-s) - V2 c(t^-s^)} 
,n n 
-'kl 
< exp{-q(t-s) - V2 c(t^-s^)} 
Z ; 
k. s\ ..0 - w -
< expf-q(t-s) - I/2 c(t^-s^)} exp{ V2c(t^-s^)} 2 2, 
k' 
(  N-1  ,  .n  n  
< exp{-q(t-s)} I Z ^ • 
( n = 0 
1 + 1  
n=N 
(t-s)*q" .  e 
n ; M 
N-1 n n 
< • 2  1  e x p { - q ( t - s ) }  
n=0 n! 
+ exp{-q(t-s)} Z ^ • Y 
n=0 
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Since for fixed n, lim ex 
[ + 00 
0, one can find a 
T such that for t > T and n = 1,2 N-1 
exp{-q(t-s)} < 4^ 
Thus, for t > T 
|Pij(s,t) -%jl 
If Y(k) is ergodic the proof is similar • 
Example III.12 shows that the converse of this theorem is not true. 
It is also possible to relate the strong ergodicity of the constant 
causative chain to that of the corresponding discrete-time chains as 
demonstrated in the following theorem. 
Theorem 111.13: 
If either X(k) or Y(k) is strongly ergodic with limit distri­
bution TT , then X(t) is strongly ergodic with the same limit 
distribution. 
Suppose X(k) is strongly ergodic with stationary distribution ir . 
Let L be the constant matrix which has ir for each of its rows. 
Proof : 
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Then, L satisfies lira II - Lll =0. A derivation similar to that of 
n + 
(34) implies 
|p^j(s,t) - j I < exp{-q(t-s) - Vz c(t^-s^)} 
Therefore, 
P(s ,t) - Ul = sup { z |p..(s,t) - TI.|} 
i € s j € s J 
( 2 2 
< sup I exp{-q (t-s) -^/2c(t -s )} 
i S S ( 
Since one can interchange the order of summation this is 
= sup |exp{-q(t-s) - ^ 2 c(t^-s^)} 




< sup <exp{-q(t-s) - ^/2 c(t^-s^)} 
i € S 
Since lim II - LM = 0, there exists an N such that for n > N 
n •*" ® ^ ^  
II P - Ul < • Also, since for fixed lim e ^ ^ = 0 
t + oo "• 
there exists a T such that t > T implies 
^-q(t-s) (t-s^ )q < for n = 0,1,2, Thus, for t > T 
IIP(s,t) - Ul < sup I exp{ - V2 c(t^-s^)} 
i ^  S 
k I si .1 (^) ^ 
= sup { exp{-V2exp{ V2c(t^-s^)}e} 
ie's' 
= e 
The proof is similar if \(k) is strongly ergodic. • 
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IV. SERIES OF PROPORTIONAL INTENSITIES 
Markov chains with proportional intensities, Q(t) = h(t)Q, have 
been studies by Scott and Isaacson (1983). In this chapter, chains with 
intensity matrices defined by a series of proportional intensities, 
Q(t) = Z h (t)A , are investigated. Recall that the defining 
n=U " " 
properties of an intensity matrix given in (3) are that > 0 if 
i ^  j, q..(t)< 0 and Z q..(t) = 0 for every i € S and every 
j € S 
t > 0. The zero matrix clearly satisfies these conditions and is an 
intensity matrix. Thus, can be chosen to be the zero matrix for n 
larger than some N, and Q(t) = Z h (t)A can be used to represent 
n=l 
N 
finite sums, Q(t) = E h (t)A , as well as an infinite series. 
n=l " " 
Choosing h^(t) appropriately, one can see that the class of chains with 
Q(t) = E h (t)A has as special cases the following: 
n=l 
1) homogeneous chains, where Q(t) = Q; 
2) chains with proportional intensities, where Q(t) = h(t) 0; 
3) constant causative chains, where Q(t) = tC + Q (discussed in 
Chapter III); 
4) chains with intensity matrices defined by a finite sun of pro-
It 
portional intensities, Q(t) = Z h (t)A . 
, n n 
n=l 
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Some restrictions are placed on the terms h^(t)A^. Each is 
taken to be an intensity matrix with II AJl < °° and each h^(t) is 
continuous and nonnegative so that h^(t)A^ is an intensity matrix. In 
order to ensure the convergence of the series Q(t) = E h (t)A , it is 
assumed that there exist b > 0 such that Z b < " and 
n=l " 
sup II h (t)A II < b . Finally, as for the constant causative chains of 
t>0 " " " 
Chapter III, the A^'s are assumed to commute. This condition ensures 
that the long-run distribution will be the same for any of the homo­
geneous chains which happen to be ergodic. In this chapter, X(t) will 
be used to designate chains with 
Q(t) = Z h (t)A which satisfy the above restrictions. 
n=l " " 
Most of the results from Chapter 111 can be extended to X(t) and 
several new results are possible. Theorem IV.1 shows how to find the 
transition matrix for the chains in question. 
Theorem IV.1: 
With the assumptions listed above Q(t) = Z h (t)A is the 
n=l " " 
intensity matrix for a Markov chain X(t) which has as its transition 
matrix 
00 t 




It will be shown that Kolmogorov's backward equation holds and that 
I p..(s,t) = 1 for each i Ç S. The proof for Kolmogorov's forward 
j e y 
equation is similar to the backward equation and will not be given. 
Let Z b . by hypothesis, M < ~. Note that 
n=l 
Q(t)ll < Z h (t) II A II < Z b = and 
n=l n=l 
00 J;; 00 CO  ^
II exp{ Z J h (u)du A } II < Z — II Z / h (u)du A II™ 
, n - m , n n 
n=l s m=0 n=l s 
< Z (t-s)™h™ = exp{M(t-s)} . (35) 
m=0 
For Kolmogorov's backward equation, one must show 
a , _ 3 
§7 Pij(S'C) - — 
a / / t \m \ 
3ÏKj  + \ A. .. 
\ \m=l n=l s /ij/ 
The proof uses advanced calculus techniques. The details are included 
for completeness. First a bound is established. 
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00 t 
2 (-Z h (s)A i j Z J  h  (u)du A ) 
k e sl\ n=l " "/ik\n=l s " VikI 
< Z 
k Ç S 
z 
3  Ç  S  
Z / h (u)du A 
in=l s " 
Vm 
< Z h (s)ll A II Z 
n=l ^ \n=l 
t \ m 
/ h (u )du 11 A II ) 
n n / 
s / 
00 \ / 00 
< M(t-s)V 
. (t-s)V" . 
To prove (36), first it is shown by induction that for m > 1 
3 I  z  \  
1  Z / h (u)du A I  
\n=l s " "/ ij 
/ " \ / " \n-l 
= m Z I Z (-h (s))A I I Z J h (u)du A I 
k € s\ n=l " "/ik\ri=l s " "/kj 
For m = 1 
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Z I 3% / hn(u)du 
s n=l 
< I |-h (s)ill A II 
n=l " " 
< I b = M < " . 
n=l " 
Thus, one can differentiate the following termwise. 
3ir Z: , / (4^)^. 
n=l s 
= Z , 57 / (An)ij 
n=l s 
= 1* I I Z (-h (s))A I Ô 
k € S \ n=l n/ik kj 
Therefore, (38) holds for m = 1. Suppose this induction hypothesis is 
true for m < N. For N + 1, 
g— f ^ J h (u )du A 3 s 1 n I n=l s 
\N+1 
'/ij 
3: kE s\J:l s " 
/ h (u)du A i I  Z / h (u)du A I . (39) 
^ 'ik\ n=l s ^ 'kj 
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To see that one can differentiate termwise, first consider 
Z  
k € S 
3 
9 s 2 /h (u)du A 1  I  Z J h (u)du A 
.\n=l s "/ik\n=l s " 'kj 
Z  
k € S 
/ g " t  \  t  
37 ^  hn(")du ^  f  h^(u)du A J 
\ n=l s / \n=l s /kj 
+  I  Z J  h (u)du A ) I  % —  I  Z / h (u)du A 
^ n=l s "/ik\ 3 s \n=l s " kj 
By the induction hypothesis, this is 
Z |( Z (-h (s))A W 2 (v)du A 
€ S'\n=l " /ik\n=l s " kj 
+ 1 Z J h^(u)du A^l 
\n=l s /ik 
" t \N-1 
N Z I I (-h (s))A 1 I Z / h (u)du A J  
£ € S \ n=l " "/k£\ n=l s " "Aj 
Since the A^ 's conimute, this is 
l/ " \ / « \N 
kj 
+ NI Z (-h (s))A 
, n n /., I , n tn=l /ik\ n=i s 
t \N 
Z / h (u)du A j 
7k j 
= z 
k € S' 
(N+1) Z (-h (s))A 
1 n n \ , n 
* n=l /ik \ n=l s 
t \N 
Z / h (u)du A I 
"/kj 
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By (37), this is 
< (N+l)(t-s)V"*"^ (40) 
Therefore, (39) can be differentiated termwise. 
3^1 E / h^(u)du 




k € S 
^ \ \  '  hn(u)du A 1 
\n=l s /ik 
" t \N 
E / h (u)du A j 
V Ti=l s 
/ oo t 
+  I  E / h (u )du "A 
\n=l s " "/ik 
^1 E / h^(u)du A^ 
\ n=l s I kjj 
By the induction hypothesis, this is 
E il E (-h (s))A_| I E / h (u)du A 
k e S ^ ik\ n=l s ^ ^/kj 
+ 1  E J h (u)du A I  
\ n=l s "/ik 
K E 
& € S 
/ 00 \ / " t \N-1) 
By the conraiutativity of the A^'s, this is 
® t \ N 
= (N+1) E I E (-h (s))A j I E / h (u)du A j 
k e s \ n=l " "/ik\ n=l s " "/kj 
This proves (38). 
8 1  
Returning to the proof of (36), 
j|pi (s,t) =ap % ^r( Z I 
m=l \ n=l s 
This can be differentiated ternwise since (40) gives 
'ij 
[^=1 
3 / " t 
< ^ —7 n(t-s)^ ^ M"" 
m=l 
• m-l 
= M Z ^^(m-1) ! ~ ^  exp{M(t-s)} < 
ni=l 
Thus, using (38), 
3 °° 1 3 / \n 
5 7  P i j ( S ' t )  =  ^ 5 i r l  ^  h ^ ( u ) d u  A ^ j  
ir=l \ n=l s /ij 
Z (-h (s))A \ ( E / h (u)du A \ 
n=l " "/ik\ n=l s " "/ki 
- 2 —r  m Z 
m=l k Ç S 
Once again, one can interchange summations since by (37) 
2 —j- m Z 
m=l k € S n=l 
Z ((-h_(s))A 
00 / t 
.):k E, ; \ 








which is (3b), the backward Kolomogorov equation. 
Using (35) in order to show that the limits can be interchanged 
gives 
, / " t \m 
= 1 + ^ —r Z I  Z / h  ( u)du A 1  
m=l j G s\ n=l s " n/ij 
= 1 . 
The last equality is true since for every m > 1 it can be shown that 
the appropriate summations can be interchanged to give 
Z I Z / h (u)du A I 
j € S \ n=l s " "/ij 
/ ® t \m-l/ ® t \ 
Z Z I Z J h (u)du A j I Z / h (u)du A I 
j € S k Ç n=l s " ^lik \ n=l s " ^'kj 
/ " t vir-1 ~ t 
Z ( Z I h (u)du A I Z J h (u)du Z (A ) . 
k € S * n=l s " "/ik n=l s " j S S ^ ^ 
k e 
0  .  
/ " t ^ m-1 " t 
Z I Z I h (u)du A I Z J h (u)du 






It was convenient in Theorem IV. 1 to assume that each h (t)IIA II is 
n n 
a bounded function in order to assure the convergence of the series 
Q(t) -  Z  h (t)A . When only a finite sum is considered, 
n=l 
N 
Q(t) = Z h (t)A , convergence is no longer a concern. In this case, 
n=l 
it is not necessary to assume each h^(t) is bounded. For example, for 
constant causative chains, where Q(t) = tC + Q, h|(t) = t is not a 
bounded function. Theorem III.6 gives the constant causative result 
corresponding to that just proved in Theorem IV.1. Theorem III.6 can be 
N 
extended to the general case of finite sums, 0(t) = E h (t)A , where 
n=l 
the h^(t)'s need not be bounded. In this case, the transition matrix 
is 
( N t ) 
P(s,t) = exp \ Z / h (u)du A • . 
( n=l s " " I 
Since it has been assumed that II A^ll < » for each n, let 
> II A^ll . Using these a^'s, it is possible to write the transition 
matrices ot X(t) in terms of associated discrete-time, homogeneous 
chains. For n > 1, let 
defined in this way is a stochastic matrix and can be considered as 
the transition matrix of a discrete-time, homogeneous chain. Because 
was chosen as a strict bound on the elements of A^, the terms on 
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the main diagonal of P^, are positive. Thus, represents an 
aperiodic chain. 
With this definition of the P *s, one can write 
n 
( " t ) 
P(s,t) = exp { E / h (u)du A ' 
In-l s " "S 
( t ) 
= exp ! 2 J  h  (u)du a (P - I): 
(n=l s " " " I 
I 00 t I / oo t ) 
= exp <-Z a / h (u)du ; exp{ Z a / h (u)du P >. (41) 
jn=l " s " ) |n=l " s " "I 
An extension of Theorem III.10, concerning irreducibility, even to 
N 
the case where Q(t) is defined by the finite sum Z h (t)A , seems 
, n n 
n=l 
of little value since any applications of such a theorem would involve 
the products P^P2...P^, which are computationally unwieldy. Because of 
this, the only results on irreducibility which are extended to the case 
of Q(t) = Z h (t)A are Corollaries III.11 and III.13. 
n=l " " 
Theorem Iv.2: 
X(t) is irreducible if there exists some n ) 1 such that P 
o n 
o 
is irreducible and for every s > 0 there exists a t > s such that 
t 




Fix 1,j € S and s > 0. From (41), for any t > s > 0 
I CO t ) i °° t 
p . . (s, t ) = exp ' - S a / h (u )du } exp { ^ a / h (u )du P 
s " '')ij nil i n' |n:i 
( " t I / ( °° t ) 
= exp\- Z a J h (u)du / Z I  exp < Z a / h (u)du P , 
(n=l " s " ) k € s\ ( n=l " s " ")ik 
( t 
• exp \ a / h (u)du P ) n n r- 1, . ( o s o o)kj 
nf^ n 
( " t I 
= exp<- Z a / h (u)du^ 
( n=l " s " ) 
i#n 
o 
(*kj + (*n ^  K  (u)du)*(Pn ^kj)' 
\ •' m=l OS o o  • ^ /  
Since P is irreducible there exists some M such that (P )™. > 0 
, =o 
for any m > M. Choose T such that / h (u)du > 0. Then, 
s o 
I CO T I 
P..(s,T)> expj- Z a / h (u)du> 
( n=l " s " ) 
• (5,, + 0) (o + a " ( l \  (u)du)M (P )" ) > 0 . • 
\ "o s "o ""o / 
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Theorem IV.3: 
If there exists a finite set W = {n^jn^,••.,n^} of positive 
1 integers such that — Z P is the transition matrix of an irre-
n € W " 
ducible Markov chain and if for every s > 0 there exist numbers 
t 
n 




Fix s > 0 and i,j € S. 
n 
By hypothesis, there exist t = t (s) such that / h (u)du > 0 
t ® 
f o r  each n ^  W. Since h ( t )  > 0 for each n, J  h ( u ) d u  is 
s 
increasing in t. Thus, letting T > max {t } it follows that 
n € W " 
T T 
/ h (u)du > 0 for each n € W. Suppose a h (u)du = 
s OS o 
min { / h (u)du} > 0. By (41) 
n Ç W s 
( " T 
(s,T) = exp|- Z a^ J h^(u)du] 
^ ' n=l s 
( T T _ I 
I *exp ' Z a / h (u)du P + Z a / h (u)du P ( 
(nj/w " s " " n€w " i * 4ij 
CO Y 
= exp \ - Z a f h (u)du/ 
n=l " s " ) 
( T 
• exp \ Z a J h (u)du P 
- s " 
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T T 
+ Z j a  /  h  ( u ) d u  P - a  J  h  ( u ) d u  P 
n Ç W \ " s "  "  " o  s  " o  "  
T _ ) 
+2 a / h (u)du P / 
new "o s % "lij 
I oo T 
= exp!-^ a / h (u)du/ 
(n=l " s " ) 
j T 
• 2 exp , Z a J h (u)du P 
k €  S  I n / W  "  s  "  
/ T T V I 
+ S (a / h (u)du - a / h (u)du ) P , 
n€ W\" s " "o s "o / ") 
J 
Ik 
( T _ ) 
• exp: Z a J h (u)du P > 
U  €  «  ° o  s  %  " j k j  
I  CO T j  
> exp!- Z a / h (u)duj 
( n=l " s " ) 
T 
• Z 6 exp{a^ /h^(u)du Z pj 
k e S ~ "0 s "o n € W " 
= exp|-Z a / h (u)du' 
I„.l » s ° 1 
2 — 
Since — Z P is irreducible, there exists a positive integer L 
" n € W " 
such that / Z P \ >0. Thus, 
In Ç W "/ij 
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( °° T ] 
p..(s,T)> expj- Z a / h (u)du 
^ ( n=l s ] 
' IJ- ('n / \ ("M")''! E > 0 
O S  o  \ n € W  / 1 1  
Because of the assumption that the P^'s commute, the long-run 
distributions of each which is ergodic are identical by Lemma 
1.22. Since P(s,t) also commutes with the P^'s, when it is ergodic 
it also has the same long-run distribution as any of the ergodic P^'s. 
The following theorems explore the conditions needed for P(s,t) to be 
ergodic. Recall that for any matrix A, it is assumed that 
A° = I = (6. . . p , the identity matrix 
Lemma IV.4: 
Suppose that for each n > 1, P^ is a stochastic matrix and 
f (s,t) is nonnegative for t > s > 0. If I f (s,t) < °° for 
" n=l " 
I CO ) ( " 1 
t > 8 > 0, then P(s,t) = exp'- 2 f (s,t) ^ exp E £ (s,t)F / 
( n=l " ) (n=l " "I 
is stochastic. 
Proof : 
For any i,j € S 
Pij(s,t) = exp;-
{ j ® 1 / \TÏ] 
h=. I 
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Next, it is shown inductively that for any i € S and m > 1 
For m = 1 
since each is stochastic. Suppose the induction hypothesis holds 
for m. 
/ °° \ m+l 
% : s  J s L i  
\ l s i l  i 
m ®° 
^ (2 f (s ,t)P^ 1 I  f (s,t> 1 
k ^  S \ n=l ^7ik n=l ^ 
= ( Z t,^s,t) 
I n=l 
m+l 
Therefore, for any i 6 S 
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. m 
 ^ P.. .(s,t) = Z exp{- Z f (s, 
j e S J j € S ( n=l ) m=0 "" \ n=l " "/ij 
= exp 
= exp 
( CO j 00 CO 
j : s (Â 
= 1 . 
Theorem IV.5: 
For n > 1, suppose each is a stochastic matrix and 
f (s,t) > 0. Assume further that E f (s,t) < °° and the P. 's 
n=l " 
j CO )  i  "  ) 
commute. Let P(s,t) = exp{- Z f (s,t) } exp \ E f (s,t)P If the 
| n - I  "  )  I n - l  "  " 1  
discrete-time, homogeneous chain with transition matrix P^ is ergodic 
with limit ir and if for any s > 0 lim f (s,t) = °° then P(s,t) 
 ^ 00 
is ergodic with limit tt , 
Note that by Lemma 1.22 all the P^'s have the same invariant n 
Proof: 
Since the P^'s commute, for fixed i and j in S, 
( " ) ( " ) 
p (s,t) = exp -Z f (s,t)V exp Z f (s,t)P [ 
I n-l " I In-l " ")lj 
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I " I 
= exp >- Z f (s,t) > I 
( n=l ) k € s 
exp{ f^(s,t)P^} ^ ik 
exp Z tfn(s.t)Pn}kj 
n=2 
= exp 
' ^ k€ S 
: if (fi(s,t))»(Pi);k 
m=v 
• exp<- Z f (s,t)>exp< Z f (s,t)P } 
( n=2 " ) ( n=2 ")kj 
I oo ) ( " 1 
Let R(s,t) = exp{-Z f (s,t) / exp . Z f (s,t)P ( . By Lemma IV.4, 
(n=2 * I (n=2 " " ) 
R(s,t) is stochastic. Since each P^ commîtes with P^, R(s,t) 
commutes with P^. By Lemma 1.22, %R(s,t) = tt . Therefore, 
Ik - 'k) (w z "4 (f,(s,t))^((P ) m=0 ^ ^ 
( / " (f.(s,t))» \ 
= e.pl-f^(s,Ot m, (fl)lk)'k3<=.'' 
Z 
k € S m=0 
" (f,(s,t))* 
^ Ï1 "k 
= FLj(s,t) - exp{-fj(s,t)} exp{ f^(s,t)} Z r^^(s,t) 
k € S 
"kj 
= P^j(s,t) -"j . 
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Choose e > 0. By Theorem 1.5, there exists an N such that for 
m ) N 
Thus , 
PijCs.t) 
< r s(,.=o'^ (fi(s,t))"|(Pj)°^ - «kl) -1 
( N-1 , 
= expt-fi(s,t)} I Z gl(Pl)Ik - "kl 
+  -  ' k l |  
m=N k fc S \ 
( N-1 f ~ 1 I 
< exp{-f (s,t)} ' 2 I — (f (s,t))"+y ^ —,(f (s,t))"j 
^ I in=0 ^ ' ) 
N—1 , 
<  2  Z  exp|-f (s,t)} — (f (s,t))^ 
in=0 "• 
+ expl-f , (s,t)} Z (f (sjt))" y 
'• m=0 ^ ^ 
n—1 . 
= 21 expi-f ^ (s,t)} (f^(s,t))™ +*2 . 
m=0 
Since lim f (s,t) = °°, for 0 < m ^ N-1, one can find a T such 
t -y 00 
that for t > T 
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expl-f^(s,t)} (f^(s,t))™ < 
Therefore, for t > T 
m , 
4N 
I P  ( s . t )  - 1 .  I < 2  £  =  
in=0 
( " ) ( " I 
In Theorem IV.5, P(s,t) = exp - Z f (s,t) exp { Z f (s,t)P .. 
n=l " ) ' ( n:l 
A Markov chain X(t) with intensity matrix Q(t) = Z h_(t)A_ has, 
as given in (41), a transition matrix 
n=l " " 
P(s,t) = exp - Z a / h (u)du exp , Z a / h (u)du P ( 
I n=l " s " I I n=l " s " 
Thus, Corollary IV.6 follows immediately from Theorem IV.5. 
Corollary IV.6: 
Suppose there exists an n > 1 such that P = I + (1/a )A is 
o n n n 
o 0 0 
ergodic with limit tt and suppose for any s > 0 
t 
lim / h (u)du = °° . Then, X(t) is ergodic with limit I T .  
t + " s "o 
Even if no P is ergodic, it may still be possible to use a 
o 
combination of the P^'s to deduce the ergodicity of X(t). 
Corollary IV.7: 
Suppose there exists a finite set W = { n^jn^,••.,n^ such that the 
chain which has transition matrix — ( Z \p is ergodic with limit 
* \n € w/ 
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TT . If for each s > 0 and each n € W / h (u)du = " , then X(t) is 
s 
ergodic with limit tt . 
Proof: 
Let f(s,t) = min {a / h (u)du} , then mf(s,t) > 0 and 
n € W " s " 
lim mf(s,t) = "=° for each s. Define 
t ->• CO 
fn(s,t) = 
t 
a / h^(u)du - f(s,t) for nP W 
s 
a / h^(u)du for W 
s 
" t m °° 
Then, f (s,t) > 0 and ^ a j h (u)du = Z f(s,t) + Z f (s,t). 
" n=l " s " i=l n=l " 
Using (41), 
( « t ) 
P(s,t) =exp.-Z a / h (u)dui 
( n=l " s " I 
, 0 0  t  
• exp , Z a / h (u)du P 
n=l * s " "I 
( m » } 
= exp -Z f(s,t) - Z f (s,t), 
I i=l n=l " 1 
( _ - I 
exp; Z f(s,t)P + Z f (s,t)P ( 
I n € W " n=l " ") 
= exp{-mf (s ,t) - Z f (s,t)} 
n=i ^ 
exp I mf(s,t) (— Z P I + Z f (s,t)P 
n€ W , n- ' - n n=l
9 5  
Since the P^'s coiiiinute with each other, they commute with 
— Z P . Therefore, the hypotheses of Theorem IV.5 hold and the 
m n € W " 
corollary follows. ® 
This corollary can be applied to the constant causative chains ot 
Chapter III to see that whenever V2 (I' + R) is ergodic the constant 
causative chain is also ergodic. Example 111.12 shows that it is 
possible that neither P nor R is ergodic, but V2 (P + R) is ergodic. 
t 2 2 
For constant causative chains, one simply has / h^(u)du = V2 (c -s ) 
t ^ t 
and / h (u)du = (t-s) and so the condition that lim / h^(u)du = ® 
s t s 
for every s > 0 is satisfied for such chains. This condition is quite 
important for ergodicity, as shown by the following theorem. 
Theorem IV.8: 
Suppose X(t) has intensity matrix given by the finite sum 
n ™ 
Q(t) = Z h, (t)A, . It for each k = 1, 2 , . ..,n, J h, (u)du < " , then 
k=l 0 
X(t) is not ergodic. 
Proof: 
It will be demonstrated that for any 0 < e < 1, one can find an 
S* such that for t > s > S* 
|pij(s,t) - < E . 
Since P(s,t) approaches the identity matrix as s increases, the chain 
cannot be ergodic. 
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The proof is by induction on n. Choose 0 < e < 1. For n=l, 
(41) gives 
t t 
p..(s,t) = exp{-a / h(u)du} exp{ a / h(u)du p} ^ . 
s s ^ 
t 
= exp{-a / h(u)du} 
s 
t 
(a / h(u)du)^ 
Let n = ^ ^ ^ . Since / h(u)du < «> and h(t) > 0 there exists 
® 0 
an S* such that for t > s  >  S* 
0 > / h(u)du < / h(u)du < n 
This implies that 
t 
1 = exp{ a* o} < exp{ a J h(u)du} < exp{ an} = exp{ ln( 1 + e )} 
s 
= 1 + e 
and 
1 - E < 1 - e = exp{ -ln( l+e )} = exp{ -an] 
t 
< exp{-a / h(u)du} < expl-a* O} = 1 . 
s 
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111 us, from (42) 
'ij - E ( 
«" m t 
< (l-e)(6 + E -^ ( / h(u)du)^ p..(n)) 
J m=l s 
C °° m t 
"t exp{- a  / h(u)du} (6 . . + E -^ ( / h(u)du)'" p. . ( n i ) )  
s m=l s 
t 
< !• (Ô . . + Z (a / h(u)du)"' —- ) 
m=l s 
°°  /__ \n i  
< 5 .  .  + E =  6 .  .  +  exp{  an}  -  1 
ij m! ij 
< 6 . . + 1 + e - 1 
ij 
= Ô . . + e , 
ij 
Thus, for n = I |p^^(s,t) ~ ^  ^j i ** s whenever t  >  s > S*. 
Suppose the induction hypothesis is true for n < N. Choose 
U < E < 1. For N+1, 
I N+1 t I 
p (s,t) = exp - E a, / h (u)du> 
( k=l k s k I 
I N+1 t _ ) 
exp ) E a / h (u)du P , 
(k=l s k k)ij 
9b 
( N t ) ( '• 
S expj- Sa, / h (u)du / exp \ Z a, J h (u)du P 
N
'r ^ \ J )  j ,u; i' / 
£ € S ( k=l ^ s ) ( k=l " s " "liJl 
t t 
expt-SN+l f hw+i(u)du}exp{aw+, f ^^+1(0)40 
s s 
By the induction hypothesis, one can choose S* so that for t > s > S* 
both 
exp \~L'' /\(.)du|expj£ a, <L 
and 
t t _ ^ 
|exd-aw+i ; h,^,+,(u)du}exp{aw+i / hN+i(u)du Pw+ilij " ^ijl < 2 
s s J J 
( N t ) ( N t )_ 
From Lemma IV.4, exp Z a / h (u)du [ exp ' Z a, / h (u)du>P 
( k=l k s k ) (k=l ^ s k ^ 
is stochastic so 
Ô -  G =  -  Z 1 2 )  - e/2 
( .\ t ) ( N t ) 
< exp a^^ ; h^Xu)du j  exp |^Z^ a^ / hk(u)du 1 
I i\ t I 
Z exp \ -  Z a / h (u)du ( 
& € S ( k=l s ) 
i ^ r' - I 
• exp I Z a J h (u)du P , (6 -e/2) 
(k=l ^ s )iS. ^ 
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I N t ) ( N t _ ) 
^ E exp - Z a, / h (u)du exp Z a. J h,(u)du P., 
i e S ( k=i " s I (k=i K s \iji 
t t 
' ex^-an+i / hN+i(u)du}exp|a%+i / h^^(u) 
s s 
*» Z exp , - Z a, / h,(u)du ' 
& ^  S ( k=l s I 
( N t _ I 
' exp I Z a, / h, (u)du P, (6 + e/2) 
(k=l " s ^ 
( N t j ( N t _ ) e 
= exp - Z a / h (u)du exp Z a, J h (u)du P , +j 
I k=l k s ) (k=l s )ij 
, . e e 
" ij + 2 + 2 
^ 5 . . + £ . 
ij 
Thus, for t > s > S* 
|Pij(s,c) - G.jl < E . 
Clearly P(s,t) is not ergodic since it approaches the identity 
matrix as s increases. ® 
The preceding theorems investigate the ergodicity of X(t). One can 
also relate the strong ergodicity of the nonhomcgeneous, continuous-time 
chain defined by Q(t) = Z h (t)A to that of the corresponding homo-
n=l 
geneous, discrete-time P^'s. 
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Theorem IV.9: 
Suppose there exists an n^ such that P = I + (1/a )A is 
O 0 0 
strongly ergodic with the constant stochastic matrix L as its limit. 
It J h (u)du = , then X(t) is strongly ergodic with limit L. 
0 "o 
Proof : 
kithout loss oi generality assume n^ = 1. According to Lemma IV.4, 
1  ° °  )  i  ° °  ^  -  I  
exp , - Z a / h (u)du } exp ! Z a / h (u)du P / is stochastic and 
I n=2 " s " I |n=2 " s " 4 
therefore has norm 1. Thus, (41) gives 
P(s,t) - U 
j  CO t  I I »  t  I  
= II exp Z a / h (u)du exp ! Sa [h (u)du P ( 
I  n-l " s " I  |„.2 " s " 
t 
• exp{a^ / h^(u)du (P^ - L)} II 
s 
t t 
= exp{-a^ / hj (u)du} II exp{ a^ / h^(u)du (P ^ - L)}ll 
t " t 
< expj-a^ / h^(u)du} E — (a^ / h^(u)du)^W(P^ - L)^M 
s m=0 • s 
By Lemma I.ll, (P^)^L = L for any m > 1 and thus 
>m /- \m (P^ - L) = (P^) - L for m > 1. Thus, 
lui 
Ks.t) - u 
< exp{-a^ / h^(u)du} 
. (il III + I -1 (a. / h, (u)du)"' Il (P,)"' - Ul ) 
, m I Ji 1 1 
m=l s 
By the strong ergodicity of , there is an h such that for m > h 
Il (P^)""' - LU < Y . Thus, 
I l  P(s,t) - y 
t M-1 t 
< exp{-a^ / h^(u)du}(l + E (a^ / h^(u)du) 2 
s m=l • s 
+ Z -1 (a. I  h,(u)du)* % ) 
m=K 1 s 1 2 
K-1 t t 
< 2 1  e x p j - a ^  /  h ^ ( u ) d u }  ^  ( a ^  /  h ^ ( u ) d u ) ^  + -
By hypothesis, lim / h^(u)du =" . Thus, one can choose T such 
t -)• oo s 
that for t > T and 0 < m < h-1, 
exp{-aj, I h^(u)du} (a^ / h^(u)du)™ < • 
Thus, for t > T 
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P(s,t) - Lll 
m=0 
Theorem IV.9 assumes the strong ergodicity of one of the P^'s to 
show X(t) is strongly ergodic. If no is strongly ergodic it may 
be possible, as in Corollary IV.7, to consider instead a finite sum of 
the P 's. 
n 
Corollary IV.10: 
If there exists a finite set W = { n^,n2,.••,n^} of positive 
integers such that — | Z P j is strongly ergodic with limit L and 
\ n 6 W "/ 
for each n € W / h (u)du = , then X(t) is strongly ergodic with 
0 " 
limit L. 
The proof is similar to that of Corollary IV.7. 
The major results from Chapter III have now been extended to this 
new case where Q(t) is defined by a series of proportional intensity 
matrices. Chains defined by a slightly different series are now 
considered. 
Because of the difficulty in finding a sequence of matrices which 
commute, it is tempting to try to replace the sequence of intensity 
r 1 r 00 
matrices i A [ , by the sequence j A t- , , the powers of A. These 
' n' n=l ' ' n=l 
powers clearly commute with each other. The nonhomogeneous chain might 
then be defined by Q(t) = Z h (t) A^. Unfortunately, while A is an 
n=l " 
intensity matrix, a" need not be one. Q(t) defined in this way may 
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not be an intensity matrix and therefore may not define a Markov chain. 
The following example is a case where this happens. 
Example IV.11: 
Let A = [ "2 _2 ) • = (-3)A . 
it h (t) = I 
0 if n is even 
Le b ?
" I(1/6)" of n is odd 
Notice that h^(t)IIA"ll < (1/6)" 4" = (2/3)" 
Q(C) = Z h^(t) = Z h2n+i(c) + Z h2^(c) A?" 
n=l n=0 n=l 
= 0 + Z (l) (-3)2"-! A 
° ((-!)) 
/  i  - 4  \  
l-i II 
which is not an intensity matrix. 




Suppose A is an intensity matrix and h(t) is a nonnegative 
function. If h(t)llAII < 1 for every t, then 
Q(t) = Z (b(t))" A" 
n=l 
is an intensity matrix. 
Proof : 
For fixed t, let 
D = h(t)A(l - h(t)llAll) + h(t)llAlll (43) 
by the properties ot intensity matrices and Corollary 1.9, 
U < h(t)a^j < -h(t)a^^ < ^2 h(t)ll All < V2 . (44) 
Thus, since d^^ =h(t)a^^(l -h(t)llAII) +h(t)iiAII, 
- V2 h(t)ll All (1 - h(t)IIAII) + h(t)ll All < d < 0 + h(t)ll All 
which implies 
0< Vv h ( t )ll All + V2 (h(t))^ll/yi ^  < d < h(t)ll Ail 
Since = h(t)a^^(l - h(t)IIAII) for i ^  j, (44) implies 
U < d. < V2h(t)ll All (1 -h(t)IIAII)< h(t)ll All for i ^  j 
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Consider Z D^. Since 
n=l 
II Dl < h(t)liAII(l - h(t)IIAII) + h(t)llAll 
= h(t)il All (2 - h(t)IIAII ) < 1 , 
Z converges. Also since each element of D is nonnegative, each 
element of I is nonnegative. 
n=l 
Next, it is shown by induction that 
Z (d").. = (h(t) )"ll Allfor each i€ S and n> 1 . (45) 
j € S 
For 0=1, from (43) 
Z d. . = Z (h(t)a..(l - h(t)IIAII ) + h(t)llAllô. .) 
j € S j € S 
= 0 + h(t)ll All . 
Assume (45) holds for n < N . 
s d. (h(t))^MAn^ = (h(t))^^l«AH^*l 
k ç s ^ 
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Consider  
Z D"  =  Z (h( t )A( l  -  h( t )WAM) +  h( t ) I IA l l I ) "  
n= l  n= l  
°° n , \ 
= ^  Z M (h( t ) )  A (1  -  h( t ) I IAJI  )^ (h( t ) ) "~SAl l " "^  
n=l k=0 
= ^  ^  (k l<h( t ) ) ' 'A^( l  -  h( t ) I IA l l  )^ (h( t ) ) "~^ IA l l " "^  
k=l n=k ' 
+ E (Ml  (h( t ) ) " l lA l l "  
n=l ^ ' 
.  % (h( t ) ) ' 'A^( l  -  h( t ) l la l l )^  T n !  . .n-k  
1  -  h( t ) l l  Al l  ^  ^  
I (h(;))kAk(l - h(t), a, )k k,(, _ 
k=l  
+  /  1  -  1 + h( t ) I IAI I  \  
\  1  -  h( t ) l l  Al l  j  
\ 1 - h(t)ii/yi •" ( 1 -^h(tîi'^1 ) ^ 
Thus,  Q(t) = Z (h( t))kAk 
k=l  
= (1  -  h( t ) l l  ^ 1  )  Z d"  -  h( t ) l l  Al l  1  .  
n=l  
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Since the elements of Z d" are nonnegative, the off-diagonal elements 
n=l 
of Q(t) are nonnegative. By (45), (0^)^,< (h(t ) )"ll All " . Thus 
q..(t) = (1 - h(t)IIA]!) Z - h(t)ll All 
n=l 
< (1 - h(t)llAll) Z (h(t))"ll All" - h(t)ll All 
n=l 
( '  -  ) l  1 - '  I  -  W " '  
1 - 1 + h(t)ll All - h(t) II All 
0 . 
And finally 
Z q..(t) = Z (l-h(t)IIAII) Z (d") . . - h(t)ll AI16 . . 
j € S j € S\ n=l 
= (1 - h(t)ll All ) z z (d"). . - h(t)ll All 
n=i j € S 
which by (45) is 
(1 - h(t)ll All ) Z (h(t))^l All" - h(t)ll All 
n=l 
- <1 - I 1 - Mt)l^ - U -
= q . ® 
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It is possible to show that when Q(t) = Z (h(t))^A" as in Theorem 
n=l 
I °° t j 
IV.12, P(s,t) = exp ' Z / (h(u))^ du a" ! . The proof is essentially 
I n=l s ' 
the same as that of Theorem IV.I. 
One might guess, in light of the results found for 
Q(t) = Z h (t)A , that if P = I + A/a is ergodic and / h(u)du = 
n=l s 
for every s > 0 then the chain defined by Q(t) = Z (h(t))" a" is 
n=l 
also ergodic. This is in fact the case. 
Lemma IV.13: If Q(t) = Z (h(t))^ a" where h(t)ll All < 1 for any 
n=l 
t > 0 then one can choose a > 0 so that for P = I + A/a 
P(s,t) = expj- Z J ^ d u  I  
k,=l s ( 1 + ah(u)  I 
. exp} I du pk 
' k=l s (1 + ah(u)) 
Proof: 
By Lemma IV. 12, Q(t) is an intensity matrix. Since h(t)ll AI < 1, 
one can choose a so that sup { |a..|} < a and h(t)a < 1 for any 
i € S 
t > 0. Let P = I + (l/a)A so that A = a(P - I). Thus, 
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Q(t) = Z (h(t))V = Z (h(t))" (a(P - I))" 
n=l n=l 
= Z (h(t))" a" (P - I)" 
n=l 
= z (ah(t))" Z (M (-1)* ^  
n=l k=0 \ / 
k=l n=k 
+ Z (ah(t))" " (-1)" 
n=l 
= Z Wt)) pk J. (-ah(t))" ^  
k=l n=k ("-k)! 
+ Z (-ah(t))" I 
n=l 
= z (*h(c))  pk + ah( t ) )  ^ ^ 
k=l 
1 + ah(t) - I I  
T (ah(t))k -k , / 1 - 1 - ah(t) \ 
" ^ ^ k=l (1 + ah(t)) ^ 1 + ah(t) 
= r (ah( t )p^ / ah([)  \  t 
k=l (1 + ah(c))k+l ^l + ah( t ) j  
But 0 < ah(t) < 1 implies that 1 < 1 + ah(t) < 2 which implies that 
^ ' 1 + lh(t) > Thus, 
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1 > > 1 +^!h(c) > > 0 ' 
Therefore, 
(ah(t)) ^ 1 y I ah(t) \ 
k'-l (1 + ah(c))k+' " (I + ah(t)) + ah(c)/ 
I  
,1 + ah(t) j\ ah(t) 
y / \ 1 — 
- 1 
1 + ah(t) 
i 1 \( ^ + ah(c) _ 
11 + ah(t)/\l + ah(t) - ah(t) 
^ ' (1 + ah(t) - 1) [1 + ah(t) 
ah(t) 
1 + ah(t) 
Hence, 
Q(t) = ; pk _ ; I 
k=l (1 + ah(t)) k=l (1 + ah(t)) 
inererore, 
( t ) 
P(s,c) = expj / Q(u) du / 
( s ) 
( k=l s (1 + ah(u))^^ ) 
. exD t * f' k , / du F %k 
- 1 J M  I (k=l s (1 + ah(u))* 1 I 
I l l  
- exp I : /' d" 
' k=l s (1 + ah(u)) ' 
. exp} " / *"•'""',,1 dup"! 
( k=l a (1 + ah(u)) ' 
«XP !- : /' '^"'""',^1 du{ 
I k=l s (1 + ah(u))* 1 ) 
•exp}" / (*'("')'k+, du pk { 
( k=l s (1 + ah(u))* ^ I 
exp !  -  :  /  "" i  
( k=l s (1 + ah(u)) ' I 
• exp } Î d« fkl . 
( k=l S  (1 + ah(u)) ^  I 
= I 
Theorem IV.14: 
Suppose Q(t) = T. (h(t))" where h(t)IIAll <1. If P (as 
found in Lemma IV.13) is ergodic and / h(u) du = °° , then the 
0 
nonhomogeneous chain defined by Q(t) is ergodic. 
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Proof: 
Since P is ergodic let ir = (n . ). ^  where lim p..(n) = n . 
let RU.t) -6Kpi-î / (ah(u))" J 
( n=2 s (1 + ah(u))* ' ) 
• expK 
( n=2 s (1 + ah(u))" ^ ) 
By Lemma IV.4, R(s,t) is stochastic and since p" commutes with P 
for n > 2, R(s,t) commutes with P. Thus, wR(s,t) = IT by Lemma 
1 . 2 2 .  
Consider 
, d„! 
( S (1 + ah(u)) I 
( . ^ \ I 
= exp - / —J  d u  [  
( s (1 + ah(u)) ' 
Z  ex" I / ah(_u)— - j  r\^(s,t) 
k € S (s (1 + ah(u)) 'ik 
- ^ exp{/ —2 du I 
k € S (s (1 + ah(u))^ ) 




< exp !- f' / 
S (1 + ah(u))' 
du 
^ ah(u) 
_k € s iif=0 \ s (1 + ah(u)) 
2  1  l P i k ( * )  -  " k l  r k j ( S ' t )  
< exp I-j' ^ du 
s (1 + ah(u))^ ( 
ah(u) E Z 
k Ç S m=0 
-L/f' V 
^'\s (1 + ah(u) ' 
|Pik(*) -"kl 1 .  
-n 
Since P + tr , there exists an M such that for m > M 
^ |Pik(s,t) - rr^l < e/2 
k€ s 
by Theorem 1.5. Thus, 
|Pij(s,t) - "jI 
< exp ; - / (_ f" aMu) 
( s (1 + ah(u)) 
M-1 , / t 
2 
du) 
n=0 \ s (1 + ah(u))^ ' 
m 
 I 2 




: , du) 
i=M \ s (1 + ah(u) ) ' 
m 
 I e/2 
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' 2 Z ^exp}-/' ^  2 — 2 duT+e/Z 
m=l ( s (1 + ah(u)) )\s (1 + ah(u)) / 
Since 0  < ah(u) < 1 ,  1  >  »  >  V 4  • Thus, 
(1 + ah(u))^ 
/ ^ du > V4 / ah(u) du = °° 
0 (1 + ah(u)) 0 
Therefore, one can find T such that for t > T and 
m = 0,1,2,...,M-1 
^xpI-/' ^ «"I < ^ 
S (1 + ah(u))^ I "* \ s (1 + ah(u))^ 
m 




2 2 " 
These results can be extended to strong ergodicity in the same 
manner as Theorem IV.9. 
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